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1. Introduction 

1.1 Cardiovascular disease - major cause of death 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) are disorders of the heart and blood vessels, 

which are mainly caused by the chronic inflammatory disease atherosclerosis. 

CVD is the most important contributor to worldwide morbidity and caused in 

2008 ~17.3 million deaths (30% of all global deaths (1)). Although a large 

proportion of CVD could be prevented they continue to rise and may affect in 

2030 almost 25 million people (1). The most common CVD are coronary heart 

disease (CHD, heart attack) and cerebrovascular disease (stroke). Major risk 

factors for CVD include tobacco use, unhealthy diet, obesity, physical inactivity 

and raised blood pressure (hypertension) (2). These broad causes are responsible 

for the rise of CVD across countries at all stages of development. Notably, over 

80% of CVD deaths occur in low and middle income countries (1). There is an 

emerging body of evidence claiming that these rapidly urbanizing countries 

undergo a nutritional transition with rapid changes in diet and amount of physical 

activity (3). Apart from evident increase in total kilocalorie intake per day there 

was also a remarkable raise in meat consumption and in unhealthy fats, oils, 

sodium and sugar (4). Therefore the global increase in CVD incidence and 

mortality seems to be evidently linked to rapid dietary changes along with 

decreased physical activity (3). Both factors can lead to high blood cholesterol, a 

major risk factor for CVD events (5), and an important target of medical 

treatment.  

CVD are also enormous economic burdens. Currently the constantly escalating 

costs for CVD in Europe add up to more than 500 million euro per day (6). 

Clearly, successful approaches are urgently needed to protect our heart and blood 

vessel health. 

1.2 Major risk factors for cardiovascular disease  

Metabolic risk factors as well as unhealthy behavior lead to metabolic and 

physiological changes that result in increased CVD risk. CVD rarely develop 

from a single risk factor; they are mostly multifactorial with several, often related 
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risk factors that contribute to the development of the disease over a long period of 

time. Aging, inherited disposition, dyslipidemia, obesity, hypertension and 

diabetes are all risk factors that can cause atherosclerosis and damage coronary 

and cerebral blood vessels (2). 

1.2.1 Aging 

Throughout our life-course, beginning as early as our fetal life, we accumulate 

risks to develop CVD and other chronic diseases. In middle age individuals often 

have accumulated a significant risk (7). This accumulation is especially 

important, as life expectancies increased dramatically over the past 150 years and 

will continue to rise (8). Given the progressive increase of the aging population 

researchers are eager to find solutions to delay the onset of disability due to 

chronic and age-related diseases. This is not only important for improved 

individual life quality but also for the society to deal with health and economic 

implications. The increase of physical activity but also major changes in diet can 

help to prevent adverse cardiovascular outcomes (9, 10). To improve life quality 

of the aging population approaches including calorie restriction have been 

investigated (11, 12). It has been shown that the long term reduction of calorie 

intake per day reduced risk factors for atherosclerosis and other chronic 

inflammatory disease (13). 

1.2.2 Blood lipids 

Lipids in the blood comprise mainly fatty acids and cholesterol derived from 

dietary intake and secreted by cells from de novo synthesis. Cholesterol is 

fundamental for the normal function of animal cells. It is pivotal for the fluidity 

of cell membranes and a precursor of various critical substances such as steroid 

hormones and bile acids (14). These and other sterol metabolites are important 

signal molecules in metabolism, development and homeostasis of cellular 

processes. As cells cannot degrade cholesterol, it must be exported to 

extracellular acceptors for transport and catabolism. All hydrophobic lipid 

molecules are transported by various lipoprotein particles (15). These 

lipoproteins are subdivided into five major classes according to their hydrated 

density, relative content of lipids and type of protein: chylomicrons, very-low-
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density lipoproteins (VLDL), intermediate-density lipoproteins (IDL), low-

density lipoproteins (LDL), and high-density lipoproteins (HDL) (16).  

1.2.2.1 Apolipoproteins 

Lipoproteins are constituted from various apolipoproteins including APOA1, 

APOA2, APOA4, APOB, APOC1-APOC3 and APOE. They regulate lipoprotein 

metabolism through their involvement in transport and redistribution of lipids. 

Further, they act as co-factors (e.g. APOC2 for lipoprotein lipase (LPL) or 

APOA1 for Lecithin-Cholesterin-Acyltransferase (LCAT)) and maintain the 

lipoprotein structure (17, 18). The major component of several plasma 

lipoproteins is apolipoprotein E (APOE). APOE gene is located within a cluster 

of genes encoding APOC1, APOC2 and APOC4 on chromosome 19 in humans 

(19). These apolipoproteins are important regulators of lipid transport and 

catabolism. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within this cluster were 

associated with changed lipid profiles and an increased risk of CHD (19). One of 

the most common models for atherosclerosis is the APOE-/- mice. These mice 

show distinct elevation of lipids including triglyceride rich VLDL and IDL (20). 

APOE is also synthesized by macrophages and plays an important role in 

promoting cholesterol efflux from macrophages back to the liver known as 

reverse cholesterol transport (21).  

1.2.2.2 Lipid metabolism 

Lipids are metabolized in an exogenous (dietary) and an endogenous pathway 

(Figure 1). Intestinal cholesterol is derived from diet and bile (exogenous and 

endogenous cholesterol) (22). In the exogenous pathway, dietary fats are 

processed and packed to chylomicrons. Chylomicrons contain phospholipids, 

cholesterol and apolipoproteins. Chylomicrons circulate to peripheral tissues and 

deliver energy in form of fatty acids and cholesterol for muscle cells or for 

storage in adipose tissue. The APOC2 surface protein initiates the progressive 

hydrolysis of triglycerides by triggering the capillary endothelial enzyme LPL to 

convert chylomicrons in atherogenic remnants, which can be processed in the 

liver. Cholesterol in the liver can be stored as cholesterol esters (esterification by 

acyl coenzyme A: cholesterol acyltransferase 1 (ACAT1)), reused for lipoprotein 

synthesis, re-secreted to the plasma or excreted into the bile. Bilary cholesterol 
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lowered LDL uptake and results in elevated plasma LDL cholesterol levels and 

accumulation of cholesterol in peripheral cells. Mutations in the LDL receptor in 

humans lead to hypercholesterolemia (23, 24). Increased LDL levels are 

associated with atherosclerosis and CHD (25). LDL can be used by cells or can 

be removed to the liver. Excess cholesterol in peripheral cells can be transferred 

to HDL and removed by liver via bile acids and fecal excretion.  

Initially HDL is synthesized in liver and enterocytes as cholesterol free 

lipoprotein. Its overall responsibility is to obtain cholesterol from other 

lipoproteins and peripheral tissues and transport it to other cells, lipoproteins or 

to liver for clearance. HDL has overall anti-atherogenic functions (26). Further 

compensatory mechanisms in response to lipid overload include repression of 

endogenous cholesterol and lipid biosynthesis by inhibition of the sterol 

regulatory element-binding transcription factor 1 (SREBF1) pathway (27).  

The condition of abnormally elevated lipid and lipoprotein levels in the blood is 

called hyperlipidemia. Abnormal blood lipids are globally the most important 

contributors to CVD (28). Already in the 1960s, researchers demonstrated that 

there is a link between hypercholesterolemia and increased risk of CHD. 

Especially elevated levels of LDL and triglycerides along with lower levels of 

HDL were linked to increased risk of CVD (29–31). Consequently, reduction of 

LDL cholesterol is associated with reduced coronary event rates and lowered 

stroke incidence (32).  

1.2.3 Overweight and obesity 

Obesity and overweight are major global contributors to CVD incidence and 

mortality. One of the key reasons to overweight and obesity is excess energy 

intake, especially from food enriched with salt, sugar, and saturated fat (33). The 

level of overweight and obesity increased steadily over the past decades, with 

growing prevalence also in children between the ages 5-17 (33). The distribution 

of body fat is of importance for association between overweight and CVD risk. 

Visceral but not peripheral obesity is associated with increased CVD risk, 

independent of body mass index and other cardiovascular risk factors (34). 

Further, obesity is also an independent risk factor for other cardiovascular 

outcomes (such as congestive heart failure and sudden cardiac death) and often 
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accompanied by other risk factors such as hypertension, high cholesterol and 

diabetes (35).  

1.2.4 Genetics 

Family history of CVD is associated with increased atherosclerotic risk and 

points towards a genetic component to CVD. There are certain forms of familial 

disease such as hypercholesterolemia, linked to a single gene mutation in the 

apolipoprotein B gene (36). In the past years many genome-wide association 

studies (GWAS) made efforts to identify genetic risk factors for CVD and related 

diseases. Frequently, the identified loci contain several genes in strong linkage 

disequilibrium (LD). Although, the identification of CVD relevant genetic loci 

advanced the understanding of CVD pathophysiology, it explains only a small 

fraction of the heritability and does not substantially help to functionally explain 

all underlying mechanisms or predict, diagnose and treat CVD (37). This is 

mainly due to the complexity of most common CVD as they involve interplay of 

various genes and gene networks rather that single gene events. Thus, functional 

studies are required to gain deeper understanding in the development of CVD. 

This approach includes the study of interaction of molecular networks and 

physiological outcomes or clinical traits (38). Application of the rapidly evolving 

high-throughput technologies will expand the scope of functional CVD research 

(39).  

1.3 Pathology of heart attacks and strokes -Atherosclerosis  

One of the main underlying pathologies to heart attacks and strokes is 

atherosclerosis, also known as atherosclerotic vascular disease (1). Narrowed and 

hardened arteries due to an excessive plaque accumulation characterize this 

condition. The major step for acute cardiovascular events is the atherosclerotic 

plaque rupture and subsequent thrombus formation in the lumen of medium and 

large sized blood vessels (arteries). In a coronary artery this can cause a heart 

attack and in the brain a stroke (40).  

Atherosclerosis is a complex multifactorial pathological process that develops 

over many years. The atherogenic development starts in childhood and 

progresses over time to manifestations such as heart attack and stroke in middle 
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sites during atherogenesis (43–45). Activated monocytes roll over and become 

tethered by endothelial cells (46). Adherent monocytes migrate to the 

subendothelial space where they subsequently differentiate to macrophages. 

Through uptake of mostly modified lipids (mainly oxidized LDL (47)) 

macrophages transform to so called foam cells (Figure 2). Captured cholesterol 

can be either exported to extracellular HDL particles via cholesterol transporters 

(e.g. ATP-binding cassette transporter subfamily A and G member 1 (ABCA1, 

ABCG1)), or cholesterol can be stored as cholesterol ester in lipid droplets. 

Without adequate removal of lipids, macrophages transform to lipid-rich foam 

cells, the major constituents of fatty streaks, which accumulate in the arterial 

wall. In subsequent plaque progression, smooth muscle cells migrate to the lesion 

and form with collagen a fibrous cap. Simultaneously, foam cells begin to die and 

without effective clearance of apoptotic cells (impaired efferocytosis); they form 

a necrotic core, which is covered by the fibrous cap. Over time, the fibrous cap 

can thin out and the endothelial surface can fissure under the growing 

atheromatous plaque. In case of plaque rupture thrombogenic lipid fragments and 

cellular debris are released to the vessel lumen and can form a thrombus (48). 

To date there is no efficient treatment for atherosclerosis available. Apart from 

surgical intervention, a low cholesterol diet combined with drugs that control 

cholesterol synthesis and absorption are recommended. Control and avoidance of 

predisposing risk factors is of central importance. In order to find successful 

therapeutic targets for clinical atherosclerosis treatment extensive investigation of 

underlying mechanisms that drive the disease are in the focus of current research.  

1.3.1 Cause of atherosclerosis 

Atherosclerosis is a complex process and to date its cause is still widely 

discussed. There have been several theories proposed to explain the initial steps 

of atherosclerosis. The two major hypotheses are the endothelial injury 

hypothesis and the lipid hypothesis. 

1.3.1.1 Endothelial injury hypothesis 

Already in 1856 Rudolph Virchow believed that atherosclerotic lesions result 

from an injury in the artery wall (49). In 1977 Russell Ross and others modified 
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this hypothesis and postulated the chronic endothelial injury hypothesis (50). 

According to this theory injuries of the endothelium, caused by factors such as 

chronic hyperlipidemia, mechanical factors (increased shear stress), hypertension 

or infectious microorganisms, lead to adherence, aggregation, and release of 

platelets at the sites of focal injury. Subsequently, platelets and other plasma 

constituents such as lipoproteins stimulate intimal smooth muscle cell 

proliferation and influence lipid deposition. In the case of a chronic injury of the 

endothelium, lipid deposition and smooth muscle cell proliferation continues and 

can lead to the development of a complicated atherosclerotic lesion. A 

modification to this theory describes the endothelial dysfunction as the first step 

in atherosclerosis (45). In this theory every change in the endothelium, including 

misbalance between vasodilating and vasoconstricting substances can cause 

atherosclerosis. Endothelial dysfunction leads to increased permeability, 

expression of adhesion molecules, growth factors, chemokines and reactive 

oxygen species (51). Infectious microorganisms can also cause such injuries. For 

example, in chickens infection of the arterial smooth muscle cells with Marek’s 

diseases (herpes virus) leads to cholesterol ester accumulation, and also the 

cytomegalovirus was found to be associated with CVD (52–54). There is also 

evidence that bacteria from the mouth and the gut can contribute to the 

development of atherosclerosis. Once in the body they can either cause or 

contribute to inflammation and plaque rupture (55).  

Taken together, all kind of biochemical and anatomical changes of the endothel 

can contribute to increased vascular damage and oxidative stress. 

1.3.1.2 Lipid hypothesis  

Goldstein and Brown reported at first the uptake of modified LDL by 

macrophages and their subsequent transformation to foam cells (56, 57). The 

lipid theory claims that accumulation of LDL in the subendothelial matrix is the 

initiating step in atherosclerosis. According to this hypothesis cholesterol 

deposition in the intima is proportional to the level of pro-atherogenic lipoprotein 

exposure in the artery (58–60). Thus, increased lipoprotein levels in the plasma 

are thought to explain elevated CVD risk (25). When LDL levels are raised, 

transport and retention of LDL particles are increased. Inside the vessel wall 

trapped LDL is likely to become modified (e.g. aggregation, oxidation). Modified 
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LDL can be recognized by scavenger receptors and can cause cholesterol 

accumulation in macrophages with subsequent foam cell transformation (57).  

One of the main modifications to LDL, that promotes foam cell formation and 

inflammatory responses in macrophages, is oxidation (61). Oxidation of LDL can 

result from interaction with endothelial cells by mechanisms involving free 

radicals and the action of phospholipase (62, 63). Oxidized LDL (oxLDL) is 

cytotoxic (64) and exposition of the endothelium to oxLDL causes cell damage. 

Endothelial cells become permeable to T-lymphocytes and macrophages (65), 

which are recruited by chemotaxis towards oxLDL and to respond to artery wall 

damage. Over time, the triggered cascade of immune responses can produce an 

atheroma. This theory has been further precised during the last years. There is a 

growing body of evidence that a specific subset of lipoproteins is preferentially 

retained in the arterial wall, for example apolipoprotein B containing lipoproteins 

(58, 66). Further, it has been shown that plasma cholesterol lowering did not 

necessarily protect against CVD (67–69). In contrast to cholesterol, its oxidized 

form, oxLDL, is widely accepted as causal factor for atherosclerosis.  

One of the recent hypotheses on the initial cause of atherosclerosis stated that 

cholesterol levels are correlated but not causative for CVD. Instead it was 

hypothesized that stimulation of mevalonate pathway in endothelial cells by 

inflammatory factors (e.g.: homocysteine), or indirectly by reduced intracellular 

cholesterol levels, may be an important causal factor for atherosclerosis (70). The 

mevalonate pathway controls numerous biological processes including the 

formation of the anti-oxidant coenzyme Q10, cholesterol formation and 

activation of NADPH oxidase, which produces superoxide radicals. Superoxide 

radicals can transform native LDL cholesterol to oxLDL and subsequently 

contribute to atherosclerosis. From the evolutionary perspective, the mevalonate 

pathway in endothelial cells was probably very important in protection against 

infectious invaders. Lipids appear to protect against infections as exemplified by 

LPS, derived from gram-negative bacteria, detoxification with LDL cholesterol. 

Superoxide radicals are also useful agents against invading bacteria (71). 

Notably, atherosclerosis is not exclusively a modern society disease. It did also 

affect our ancient ancestors as recently observed in mummified ancient Egyptians 

(72).  
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Taken together, the initial causes of atherosclerosis remain elusive. In order to 

determine the extent of arterial retention and inflammatory response it is pivotal 

to characterize lipoprotein size, density, lipid composition and amount of free 

radicals - rather than the overall amount of lipoproteins circulating in plasma 

(73). 

1.3.2 Role of macrophages  

Macrophage derived foam cell accumulation in the vascular intima is the 

hallmark of fatty streak formation in atherosclerosis, and thus one of the prime 

targets for therapeutic interventions. Macrophages appear at a very early stage of 

atherosclerotic lesion development and persist at that site as main components of 

atherosclerotic plaques (74). Apart from foam cell formation macrophages can 

contribute to disease pathogenesis through chemokine and cytokine production, 

stimulation of reactive oxygen species and the production of matrix degrading 

enzymes, which prolong the inflammatory response and majorly affect plaque 

progression and stability (75). Thus, understanding underlying mechanisms of 

inflammatory response and lipid metabolism in macrophages is critical for 

combating atherosclerosis.  

1.3.2.1 Inflammatory response 

Macrophages as dual modulators of lipid metabolism and immune response, play 

a central role in atherosclerosis (65, 76). When the endothelium is activated to 

secrete chemokines and adhesion molecules, monocytes roll on the inflamed 

aortic endothelium, adhere and enter the subendothelial space. Triggered by 

differentiation factors such as macrophage colony stimulating factor (M-CSF), 

monocytes differentiate into two major types of macrophages (M1 and M2). 

These both types play opposite roles during inflammation. Whereas M1 

macrophages promote inflammation, M2 macrophages possess functional 

characteristics to suppress inflammation and clean up cellular debris (77). 

Differentiated macrophages ingest retained lipoproteins, which promotes foam 

cell formation and inflammatory response. This process includes pro- and anti-

inflammatory factors such as scavenger receptors, toll like receptors, nuclear 
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factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells (NFƙB) signaling, 

endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) stress and cholesterol efflux via ATP-binding 

cassette (ABC) transporters, which are activated in macrophages. When 

resolution of inflammation fails, the inflammatory process continues and is 

amplified resulting in more retained lipoprotein and a persistent recruitment of 

inflammatory monocytes into atherosclerotic lesions (78). Various cytokines and 

transcription factors act as inflammation resolution mediators. Of central 

importance are interleukin 10 (IL10), transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ) 

and the transcription factor liver X receptor (LXR). IL10 receptor signaling 

induces several anti-inflammatory pathways including inhibition of NFƙB 

pathway, which suppresses further activation of inflammatory T-cells and 

decreases the production of inflammatory cytokines such as interleukin 6 (IL6) 

and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFA) (79). Further, IL10 stimulates the 

conversion of M1 macrophages to M2 macrophages (80). TGFβ is an important 

factor for efferocytosis and triggers collagen production in fibroblasts, which 

resolves lesions (81, 82). The transcription factor LXR is also known to have 

anti-inflammatory properties such as inhibition of NFƙB-mediated signaling in 

macrophages (83). Notably, LXR further regulates cholesterol efflux from 

macrophages and macrophage egress from atheroma (84).  

1.3.2.2 Foam cell formation  

Homeostasis of a healthy lipid metabolism relies on balanced cellular cholesterol 

levels regulated by uptake, -efflux, and endogenous synthesis. In macrophages 

normal cholesterol metabolism involves a balance between the uptake of native 

and modified LDL, cholesterol efflux by the reverse cholesterol transport and 

mechanisms for esterification, storage and traffic of cholesterol (85). Disturbance 

of this balance such as enhanced uptake of modified LDL or dampening of 

reverse cholesterol transport machinery leads to extensive accumulations of 

intracellular cholesterol esters with subsequent transformation from macrophages 

to lipid-rich foam cells (Figure 3) (75, 86). The uptake of modified LDL is 

accomplished by receptor-mediated endocytosis. As previously mentioned 

mainly modified LDL triggers foam cell formation. OxLDL can be formed in 

several sites including the vessel wall (87). Atherosclerosis is characterized by 

excessive oxidative stress, which leads to protein structural and lipid 
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can be regulated by the decrease of LDL receptors (LDLR) on cell surface (57, 

93). Modified LDL uptake is mainly mediated by scavenger receptors (SR) such 

as SR class A (SRA) and SR class B (CD36). Unlike the LDLR, SR are not 

regulated by cellular cholesterol content (94). SR are mainly expressed by cells 

of the innate immune defense, which are normally supposed to protect the 

organism against pathogens. Interestingly, oxLDL is also recognized by toll-like 

receptors 2 and 4 (TLR2, TLR4), pointing towards a similarity between pathogen 

epitope structure and oxLDL structure patterns (95, 96). Thus, atherosclerosis 

could also be considered an autoimmune disease (88). Although the clearance of 

oxLDL by macrophages can be considered as part of self- defense, it can also 

cause an extensive accumulation of lipids with subsequent foam cell formation 

and contribution to lesion development when misbalanced. Apart from 

cholesterol uptake, foam cell formation can be promoted by intracellular traffic, 

esterification and storage of cholesterol. Foam cells are characterized by 

extensive cytoplasmatic accumulation of cholesterol ester and triacylglycerol-rich 

lipid droplets (97). Once in the macrophage cytoplasm oxLDL is hydrolyzed in 

the lysosome to free cholesterol and fatty acids. High accumulations of free 

cholesterol within macrophages were recently proposed as originator of pro-

inflammatory signaling response in early atherosclerotic lesions (98). Excess free 

cholesterol can be esterified in the ER by ACAT1 to fatty acid sterol esters for 

storage in cytoplasmatic lipid droplets. The actions of ACAT1 can be opposed by 

the neutral cholesterol ester hydrolase (NCEH), which converts fatty acid sterol 

esters to free cholesterol and fatty acids (97). In foam cells, this balance is 

disturbed in favor of fatty acid sterol ester storage and the storage of intracellular 

triacylglycerols is also enhanced. Further, in foam cells the cholesterol efflux 

mechanisms for hepatic removal are dampened. Mechanisms such as reverse 

cholesterol transport normally stimulate via HDL and apolipoprotein A-1 

(APOA1) cholesterol efflux through ABC-transporters. Further APOE, secreted 

by macrophages, also contributes to cholesterol efflux (99, 100).  

1.3.2.3 Apoptosis and necrosis of macrophages 

When the atherosclerotic plaque progresses it accumulates cholesterol-rich, 

apoptotic/necrotic cores (101, 102). These cores arise due to apoptosis of foam 

cells and a dysfunctional efferocytosis, which leads to secondary necrosis in 
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advanced lesions. The effect of apoptosis on atherosclerosis progression is very 

complex. It involves multiple mechanisms including ER stress, which activates 

the unfolded protein response (UPR) pathway and subsequent activation of the 

pro-apoptotic C/EBP-homologous protein (CHOP) (78). CHOP and other ER 

stress proteins are correlated to apoptosis and plaque vulnerability (103). ER 

stress can be induced by high levels of intracellular oxysterols (oxLDL). Plaque 

necrosis is mainly due to ineffective efferocytosis, probably resulting from 

defective anti-inflammatory signaling (78). Normal efferocytosis prevents from 

necrosis through activation of anti-inflammatory pathways involving TGFβ and 

other cell survival pathways (104). 

1.4 Ligand dependent nuclear receptor 

As described above atherosclerosis is driven by a pathogenic interplay between 

metabolism and inflammation. Thus, for effective prevention and treatment there 

is a need for inducible targets that link control of metabolism and inflammation. 

Gene regulatory factors such as ligand-induced nuclear receptors are very 

promising targets for atherosclerosis therapy (105). Their mode of direct ligand 

regulation and interaction with the genome is in the focus of modern 

pharmacology and therapy. Nuclear receptors (NR) are a superfamily of 

phylogenetically ancient and mostly ligand-induced transcription regulators. The 

human genome contains 48 nuclear receptors (106). The largest subfamily of 

NRs is the NR1 family with members such as peroxisome proliferator-activated 

receptor (PPAR) and liver X receptor (LXR) (107). As cellular sensors, ligand-

induced NR are activated by the presence of diverse endo- and exogenous 

substances (mostly small lipophilic compounds) and regulate various 

physiological processes of multicellular organisms such as metabolism, 

development and reproduction. Ancient NRs were probably independent from 

ligands and acted as monomers but with progressing evolution of higher 

organisms, the need for more functional complexity in gene regulation arose. 

This need was potentially addressed when NR acquired the ability to homo- or 

heterodimerize with other NRs and being regulated by ligands (108). One of the 

evolutionary oldest NRs is the retinoid X receptor (RXR). RXR can act as 

homodimer and regulate various fundamental biological processes. Further, RXR 

plays a pivotal role in regulating the activity of other NRs by acting as partner for 
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heterodimerization. Different binding partners render a diverse DNA binding site 

specificity and thereby influence the regulatory potential of NRs (109).  

1.4.1 Nuclear receptor structure 

The structural architecture is similar among all nuclear receptors. The canonical 

structure of nuclear receptors contains a poorly conserved N-terminal region with 

a ligand independent transactivation domain (AF1), a highly conserved DNA 

binding domain (DBD), a hinge region that links to the C-terminus and the 

discrete ligand binding domain (LBD) with an activation function 2 (AF2) 

domain for ligand-dependent interaction with co-factors (110). The LBD is a 

globular 11-13 α-helix protein with a hinged final helix. LBDs functions include 

ligand recognition and co-factor interaction (111). LBDs can interact with a great 

variety of natural and synthetic lipid soluble ligand molecules through binding to 

the 100 – 1400 Ǻ pocket with a hydrophobic cavity in the core. The plastic nature 

of the LBD explains the promiscuity of some ligands to bind to multiple NRs 

(112). The function of LBDs is defined by the AF2 sub-domain, which is 

controlled by ligand-dependent positioning of the final helix resulting in 

differential binding to protein co-factors. Co-factors have various properties and 

can support activation or repression of target gene transcription. This classic 

receptor model is challenged by observations of tissue and cell-type specific 

biological effects upon NR stimulation with structurally similar ligands (113). 

Thus, it has been assumed that there may be additional cell-type specific partner 

proteins, which allow the efficient recruitment of a co-activator (114).  

The DBD is composed of two highly conserved zink finger motifs that engage 

with definite DNA sequences, the so-called response elements (RE). For most 

NRs the recognition sequence is composed of a hexamer tandem repeat, which 

can be arranged in various bipartite configurations including direct repeat or 

inverted repeat separated by 0-8 nucleotides specific for each NR (115). Several 

in vitro studies and sequence comparisons of promoters, known to be bound by 

specific factors, allowed the definition of consensus binding motifs for several 

NRs (116, 117).  
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1.4.2 Interaction of response element and DNA binding domain 

The ligand activated NR follows a very flexible and dynamic behavior. Some 

NRs constantly sample DNA until a high affinity binding site is reached and 

where they engage in a more stable interaction with their cognate RE (113). 

Base-specific sequence recognition is controlled via interactions between side 

chains and edges of base pairs including van der Waals interactions, hydrogen 

bonds and stabilizing backbone and electrostatic interactions (118). The 

occupancy time of NRs at the DNA site is comparably low (microseconds for 

RXR, (119)) and therefore does not compete with other transcription factors 

(TFs) that bind and collaborate at the same site (120, 121). Higher affinity of NR-

DNA binding correlates mostly with stronger transcriptional activity. 

Nevertheless, the RE is supposed to be more than an anchor. REs showed 

properties of allosteric ligands and were able to influence NR structure (122, 123) 

leading to a selectivity in interaction with other proteins as well as cell and gene 

specific effects. However, the derived consensus motifs for NRs not necessarily 

specify binding, and their importance is a matter of discussion (114, 124–127). 

Recent genome-wide binding studies found that some NRs bind to DNA 

sequences much more promiscuous than expected from consensus motif studies. 

Further, a large number of NR-binding sites in these studies showed no 

resemblance with a specific NR-RE (124–126).  

1.4.3 Gene regulation mechanisms 

One of the main subjects of intense scientific investigation is the question how 

genomic information is translated to gene regulation. Single-gene studies 

revealed in the last decades general principles of gene regulation. According to 

these principles cis-regulatory elements such as promoters, enhancers, and 

proteins that bind to these elements control gene transcription (128).  

Site-specific factor binding to proximal promoter regions and interaction with co-

factors can either enhance or repress basal transcriptional activity. For the NR 

class that is permanently located in the nucleus (class II NR) the conventional 

concept describes constitutive binding to target DNA sites (RE) and association 

with co-repressors (e.g. nuclear receptor co-repressor (N-CoR) and HDAC3 

histone deacetylase) in absence of a specific ligand. Upon ligand binding 
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Recent genome-wide binding experiments challenged the classic model of 

transactivation suggesting for some NRs an alternative activation mode (Figure 

4C). This mechanism includes ligand requirement, co-regulators and histone 

modifications (126, 125, 124). In absence of a ligand, the chromatin has a more 

closed structure and is less accessible for NR binding. Upon ligand activation the 

NR in conjunction with co-regulators and chromatin modifiers binds DNA and 

activates its target genes (132).  

Clearly, recent and future studies generating genome-wide datasets of NR 

binding and global expression will provide a resource for more detailed re-

examination of previous transcriptional regulation concepts.  

1.4.4 Liver X receptor (LXR) 

Two members of the NR family are the related oxysterol receptors liver X 

receptor alpha (LXRα, (133)) and liver X receptor beta (LXRβ, (134)). Loss of 

function studies clearly showed the requirement of LXRs for whole body 

cholesterol homeostasis and their impact on atherosclerosis development and 

progression (135–137). For example LXRα/β knockout mice display, even on a 

normal diet, increased cholesterol accumulation in macrophages at arterial walls 

(138). As permissive heterodimers LXRs function with RXR and bind to REs 

consisting of direct repeats with the consensus sequence 5’-AGGTCA-3’ and 

half-sites separated by 4 nucleotides (DR4) (117). Human LXR subtypes LXRα 

and LXRβ share 77% sequence homology in their LBD and DBD (139). 

Evolutionary analyses of both LXR subtype sequences suggested a duplication of 

a single LXR during mammalian evolution (140). This duplication resulted in 

one more general and one specialized factor. The LXRβ subtype is ubiquitously 

but rather low expressed compared to LXRα, which is highly abundant in 

metabolically active tissues including liver, small intestine, kidney, spleen, brain, 

adipose tissue, and macrophages (141, 142). Additionally, in contrast to LXRβ, 

LXRα expression is controlled by an autoregulatory mechanism and highly 

induced by natural and synthetic LXR agonists (143, 144). This mechanism may 

be responsible for high expression levels of LXRα in foam cells, whereas resting 

macrophages contain more LXRβ subtype (145). Consequently, in the context of 

atherosclerosis, recent studies demonstrated that LXRβ activation was in general 
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low efficient in counteracting atherogenic processes compared to the LXRα 

subtype that efficiently induced anti-atherosclerotic gene expression profiles 

(146).  

1.4.4.1 LXR physiology 

LXRs are important in multiple physiological functions (Figure 5). The first 

discovered key functions, in particular of the LXRα subtype, comprised the 

control of cholesterol metabolism and lipogenesis in the liver (147–149). LXRs 

regulate hepatic lipogenesis through activation of key lipogenic factors including 

SREBF1, fatty acid synthase (FAS) and sterol CoA desaturase 1 (SCD1) (150). 

Further, LXRs promote excretion (142) and detoxification of bile acids (151) or 

lipids (152).  

One of the central consequences of LXR activation in vivo consists of the 

increased rate of reverse cholesterol transport (RCT), mainly via induction of 

cholesterol transporters, cholesterol uptake through down regulation of Niemann-

Pick C1-like protein 1 (NPC1L1) and activation of ABC transporter ABCA1, 

ABCG5 and ABCG8 (153). In macrophages, LXR activation leads to increased 

expression of ABCA1, ABCG1 and apolipoprotein APOE, which increases 

cholesterol efflux to lipid poor cholesterol acceptor proteins. In the intestine 

LXRs can limit APOA1-HDL and HDL particles (154). Through LXR dependent 

induction of the E3 ubiquitin ligase MYLIP (myosin regulatory light chain 

interacting protein) - also known as inducible degrader of LDL receptor (IDOL) - 

the LDLR is degraded. This degradation limits LDL cholesterol uptake in 

macrophages and other peripheral tissues (155). Additionally, LXRs are involved 

in de novo synthesis of cholesterol (156), regulation of carbohydrate (157) and 

energy metabolism. For example, LXRβ-knockdown increased the levels of 

uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) in multiple tissues. Particularly in brown adipose 

tissue this effect lead to increased UCP1 expression and increased thermogenesis 

(158). In white adipose tissue LXR activation was associated with increased 

lipolysis and fatty acid oxidation (159). 

It is also important to highlight the immune-related effects of LXRs. Both LXR 

subtypes were described as anti-inflammatory TFs that regulate the innate and 

adaptive immune responses, and are involved in apoptosis and phagocytosis. 
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apoptotic cell clearance by macrophages supported by the LXR target gene mer 

receptor tyrosine kinase 1 (MERTK1) (160). Immune regulatory effects of LXR 

were observed in various cell types including hepatocytes, where LXRs inhibit 

the expression of acute phase proteins via transrepression pathways (131, 161). 

Moreover, LXR effects on inflammatory pathway were described as beneficial in 

several neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (162, 163). 

LXRs can reduce plaque formation and increase plaque clearance through 

reduced inflammatory response (e.g. by inhibiting STAT1 inflammatory 

signaling) and activation of ABCA1 and APOE in astrocytes (164, 165).  

So far, most studies applied single gene approaches and only a subset of all 

potential LXR target genes is known. With the advent of genome-wide binding 

and expression studies, the full potential of LXR in the human body will be 

elucidated. 

Taken together, LXRs broad involvement in various metabolic and inflammatory 

signaling pathways clearly displays its anti-atherogenic potential for prevention 

and treatment of major health issues.  

1.4.4.2 LXR dependent reverse cholesterol transport (RCT) 

LXRs are cholesterol sensors. Excess cholesterol levels trigger several adaptive 

mechanisms that protect the cell from cholesterol overload. LXR activation leads 

to protection from atherosclerosis by inducing RCT (137). This multi-step 

process results in cholesterol transfer from various cells such as macrophages 

back to the liver for further procession, storage or bilary excretion (166). In the 

macrophage, LXR agonists increase RCT. As one of the natural strategies to 

maintain a net cholesterol balance, LXRs are activated by oxysterols, 

predominantly monooxygenated derivatives of cholesterol, and subsequently 

regulate LXR responsive macrophage genes (e.g. ABCA1, ABCG1, APOE and 

NPC1/2) that promote cholesterol efflux to APOA1, APOE and HDL (167) 

(Figure 6). The expression of the carrier proteins Niemann-Pick 1 and 2 (NPC1, 

NPC2) stimulates the post lysosomal mobilization of cholesterol from endosomal 

compartment to outer cell surface (168). At the plasma membrane, cholesterol 

becomes available for efflux via cholesterol efflux transporter ABCA1 and 

ABCG1, which facilitate the movement of free cholesterol from plasma 
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transported back to the liver (172). Efficient RCT from periphery to the liver 

requires also other LXR responsive genes including lipid remodeling 

phospholipid transfer protein (PLTP), cholesterol ester transfer protein (CETP) 

and LPL for triglyceride lipolysis (173–175).  

Taken together, LXR mediated target gene expression protects cells from 

cholesterol accumulation by promoting RCT. The subsequent reduction of foam 

cell formation, lesion cholesterol content and lesion regression makes RCT the 

main strategy for treating atherosclerosis and CVD treatment. The attempt to 

increase ABC-transporter or HDL is in the major focus of cardiovascular drug 

discovery (176). 

1.4.4.3 LXR ligands 

Initially, both LXR subtypes were designated as orphan receptors because no 

naturally occurring ligands were identified. Later, LXRs were de-orphanized by 

the discovery of cholesterol metabolites, which activated the receptors at 

physiological concentrations (177). Since then, various oxidized or hydroxylated 

cholesterol metabolites (oxysterols) have been recognized as endogenous LXR 

agonists. Oxysterols can be produced endogenously through enzymatic or 

chemical synthesis as well as enter the body through nutritional supply (177). 

These metabolic intermediates are found at high concentrations in plasma and 

tissue and the EC50 range for most oxysterols is within micromolar range. 

Interestingly, cholesterol has no affinity to LXRs (178). Position specific 

monooxidation of the sterol side chain is necessary for LXR activation (179). 

Most efficient oxysterols include 22-(R)-Hydroxycholesterol, 20-(S)–

Hydroxycholesterol and other metabolites from steroid hormone synthesis (180, 

181). Many structurally diverse natural and synthetic compounds were found as 

modulators of LXR transcriptional activity due to the highly flexible ligand 

binding pocket (182, 183). These LXR ligands include bile acid pathway derived 

molecules, plant sterols and stanols, fungal derivatives and synthetic non-

steroidal agonists such as GW3965 or T0901317 (183). Although the synthetic 

ligand T0901317 is not completely selective for LXR it is still the most 

commonly used ligand in basic research.  
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1.4.4.4 LXR drugs 

Efficient strategies for prevention and treatment of severe disease such as 

atherosclerosis are needed. One of the strategies with an estimated market of 50 

billion Euro per year (184) is targeting NRs. Both LXR subtypes are significant 

drug targets among the NR family due to their dual role as physiological 

regulator of lipid/cholesterol metabolism and inflammatory response. The linkage 

of lipid metabolism and inflammation control in one drug is highly relevant for 

metabolic disorders (185). Targeting LXR with strong agonists such as GW3965 

or T0901317 (138, 186) showed anti-atherosclerotic effects including plaque 

composition altering and regression, reduced inflammation and changes in 

fibrous cap thickness (138, 187, 188). Further, a substantial improvement of 

glucose metabolism was observed in mice fed with a high fat diet supplemented 

with GW3965 (189). One of the key limitations in pharmacological therapy 

targeting LXR consists of the increase in triglycerides (hypertriglyceridemia in 

mice), mainly contributed from LXRα in hepatocytes (190, 191). A major 

function of LXR activation in the liver is promotion of de novo lipogenesis (fatty 

acid biosynthesis) through the induction of SREBF1, SCD1 and FAS (147, 148, 

190).  

For future drug development it is important to develop selective LXR modulators 

to prevent deleterious side effects (183). Enhanced basic knowledge on drug-

specific activation pathways and triggered networks will be substantial for future 

drug design. 

1.5 Genome-wide transcription factor binding studies 

Regulation of gene transcription is controlled by the dynamic interplay between 

TFs, chromatin modifiers and target DNA sequence. TFs are important gene 

regulators but the underlying mechanisms of their action and functional location 

within different cell types or treatments remain poorly understood.  

In order to decipher gene regulatory networks that drive various biological 

processes it is pivotal to investigate the spatio-temporal binding pattern as well as 

the genomic environment (epigenetic marks) of TFs (114). For example, specific 

histone modifications were associated with closed versus open chromatin 
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interest (194) (Figure 7). With the quickly evolving next generation sequencing 

(NGS) technology the genome-wide scale view of DNA-protein interactions 

became possible. In a ChIP experiment, cellular proteins associated with DNA 

are covalently bound to the DNA by chemical reversible crosslinking. In the next 

step, cells are split open and the crosslinked DNA is sheared into small fragments 

(often by sonication to 200-600 bp fragments). For immunoprecipitation, a 

specific antibody against the protein of interest is used to enrich the protein- 

DNA-complexes of interest. As immunoprecipitation control, unspecific IgG can 

be used. Unspecific DNA-protein complexes are discarded. After the reversal of 

crosslink, DNA of interest is released and can be further assayed. Putative 

binding sites of candidate target genes can be analyzed by PCR using flanking 

primers (ChIP-qPCR). For hypothesis-free genome-wide analysis, enriched DNA 

fragments can be sequenced in high-throughput using NGS techniques (195).  

1.5.2 ChIP-sequencing  

The first step in uncovering transcription regulation networks that underlie 

development, physiology and disease, consists of the genome-wide detection of 

TFs and modified histone occupancy. ChIP coupled with ultra-high-throughput 

parallel DNA sequencing (ChIP-seq) can provide an accurate and high-resolution 

map of the protein-DNA binding. For ChIP-seq, enriched DNA fragments from 

ChIP experiments are used to generate a library for high-throughput NGS 

platforms such as Illumina’s genome analyzer. The sample preparation in 

Illumina’s process includes linear amplification, hybridization to a flowcell, 

cluster generation and subsequent sequencing by synthesis using fluorescently 

labeled reversible terminators. Using this technique millions of DNA fragments 

can be analyzed simultaneously (196, 197). Short DNA reads (36bp) from one or 

both DNA fragment ends can be sequenced. Typically, a ChIP-seq experiment 

generates tens of millions of short reads, which can be mapped to the genome by 

a read alignment algorithm (198). DNA fragments that were bound to protein of 

interest are in general the most frequently sequenced fragments, which can be 

mapped back to the genome and displayed as peaks in a genome browser (Figure 

7, bottom). During this process the genome is scanned with a sliding window and 

regions with significantly enriched read counts compared to control and 

according to a definite cutoff are defined as binding sites (194). ChIP- seq data 
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can be used for several analyses including motif analysis, identification of 

candidate regulatory regions, finding interacting factors that mediate a common 

regulatory action and integrative data analyses with multiple data sets (199).  

1.5.2.1 Limitations of ChIP-sequencing 

A central limitation of this still evolving technique consists in the false 

enrichment of sites resulting from bias towards highly accessible (open) 

chromatin, PCR preferences, unspecific immunoprecipitation due to antibody 

quality or other background noise (197). Therefore, it is important to include a 

control library (e.g. IgG ChIP), carefully remove false positives and validate the 

obtained binding sites by ChIP-qPCR and sequencing replicates (194). However, 

especially highly flexible and low abundant TFs are still difficult targets for 

ChIP-seq analysis. Additionally, ChIP-seq experiments can be subject to low 

reproducibility (200). 

In summary, to generate a robust and significant data set careful filtering and 

stringent cutoffs are needed (201).  

1.5.2.2 Data analyses 

With the maturity of the NGS technology, the challenge shifted towards 

comprehensive computational analysis of terabytes of generated sequencing data. 

To support the analysis many statistical and computational methods have been 

developed (202). The derived sequence reads need to be aligned to the genome 

and analyzed for significant enrichment of potential TF binding sites (peak 

calling). Further downstream applications include visualization, binding motif 

discovery and relationship to gene structure.  

To elucidate the functional impact of TF binding and implicated biological 

processes the ChIP-seq approach must be multi-pronged and combined with other 

data sets including global expression profiling (195).  

1.6 Gene regulatory networks 

Traditional genetic and biochemical approaches must be complemented with 

system-based strategies that integrate numerous genomic molecular and 

physiological data in order to fully address complex biological mechanisms (38). 
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There is a growing body of evidence that broad networks of interacting genes and 

proteins rather than single proteins or simple linear molecular pathways drive 

complex biological processes and disease (203). Consequently, instead of 

focusing research on few genes or proteins, it is essential to analyze numerous 

genes simultaneously to elucidate gene regulatory networks and their interplay in 

healthy and diseased states. For a full system overview it is required to know how 

individual components interact with each other and how for example genetic or 

environmental factors can influence molecular networks (204). Often such 

interactions, described in nodes (system components) with edges 

(connections/interactions), are based on previously known literature and new 

experimental data. The network concept was already successfully applied in 

studies of metabolic traits and novel drug targets (205, 206).  

Integration of multiple datasets and identification of networks that 

comprehensibly respond to genetic, environmental and pharmacological 

intervention will provide a powerful approach in investigation of complex 

biological systems and perturbations during disease.  

1.7 Aims of the thesis  

Considering atherosclerosis as the leading cause of CVD, it is in the focus of 

current research to understand the underlying mechanisms and to find successful 

therapeutic targets for clinical atherosclerosis treatment. In this context the 

impact of macrophage`s dynamic regulatory molecular networks triggered by 

ligand dependent nuclear receptor LXRα in atherosclerotic lesion development 

and progression is of fundamental interest.  

Hence, the objective of this thesis was to elucidate LXRα contribution to gene 

regulatory networks in macrophages, atherosclerotic foam cells and changes upon 

modulation with the anti-atherosclerotic LXRα ligand T0901317 by applying an 

integrative and genome-wide analysis. Further, it was also aim of this thesis to 

discover selective LXRα modulators without deleterious side effects.  

Therefore, it was analyzed how small and highly active molecule agonists 

modulate LXRα actions in a well-validated human macrophage and foam cell 

model. The global LXRα binding and expression data was integrated and 
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compared in order to find new avenues for treating systematically atherosclerosis 

and related diseases. Analysis of histone modifications and chromatin 

accessibility at LXRα binding sites aimed to elucidate the interplay between the 

transcriptome and the epigenome.  

In addition, a natural compound library was screened and promising candidate 

structures were analyzed for their LXRα activation potential and physiological 

impact in macrophages and foam cells.  

Finally, the derived data of drug-specific activation pathways and triggered 

networks should enhance our understanding of LXRα gene regulatory 

mechanisms, which is substantial for future drug design. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 LXRα ligands 

The synthetic LXR ligand T0901317 and the natural ligand 22-R-

Hydroxycholesterol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. LXRα ligand screening 

was performed with a very diverse natural compound library (207) applying the 

LXR alpha coactivator kit (Invitrogen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

The promising stilbenoid backbone structure was chemically optimized by the 

addition of an epoxide. The resulting structure, named STLX4, was kindly 

synthesized and provided by Professor Thomas Erker (Department of Medicinal 

Chemistry, University of Vienna). 

2.2 Cell culture experiments  

All presented experiments were performed in human cell culture models. 

2.2.1 THP1 cells 

For most experiments, the well-validated human monocytic leukaemia THP1 cell 

line was used. THP1 cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC) and maintained at a density of 3x105 cells/ml in RPMI 1640 medium 

(Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Biochrom) 

under a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and 95% air at 37°C. Medium was 

renewed every two to three days and cells were split two times per week for 

maximal 12 weeks. For experiments, THP1 cells were plated at a density of 

2x105 cells/ml and differentiated for 48h using 10-8 M phorbol 12-myristate 13-

acetate (PMA, Sigma-Aldrich). Differentiated THP1 macrophages were treated 

either with vehicle control (0.01% dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), Merck), or with 

1µM T0901317 (Sigma-Aldrich) or with 1µM STLX4 for 24h.  

2.2.2 Primary human macrophages 

Experimental validation was performed with human primary macrophages, 

isolated from at least four individual buffy coats donated by healthy volunteers 

and kindly provided by DRK-Blutspendedienst Ost gemeinnützige GmbH Institut 
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Berlin. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from buffy 

coats by density centrifugation (400 x g for 40 minutes) with Ficoll Paque (GE 

healthcare) and subsequent washing steps with saline phosphate buffer (PBS, 

Gibco) supplemented with 0.5% Bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma-Aldrich) 

and 2mM EDTA (Merck). Monocyte enrichment from PBMC was obtained using 

MACS Monocyte Isolation Kit II and MACS LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec) 

following manufacturer’s protocol, yielding >95% purity. For differentiation 

5x105 cells/ml were plated in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma-Aldrich) 

supplemented with 10% human AB serum (First Link UK LTD) and 1% 

Penicillin/Streptomycin (Gibco) mix and incubated for 7 days. Differentiated 

primary macrophages were treated either with vehicle control (0.01% DMSO, 

Merck) or with 1µM T0901317 (Sigma-Aldrich) for 24h.  

2.2.3 HEK cells 

For reporter gene assays human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells were obtained 

from ATCC and maintained at a density of 2x105 cells/ml in Dulbecco's modified 

Eagle's medium (DMEM, Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS (Biochrom). 

The viability of treated cells was quantified by applying the CellTiter-Glo 

Luminescent Cell Viability Assay (Promega) according to manufacturer’s 

protocol.  

2.2.4 Foam cell formation 

Foam cell formation in differentiated THP1 cells or primary blood derived 

macrophages was induced with 100µg/ml oxidized LDL (oxLDL, Autogen 

Bioclear UK Ltd) for 48h. Foam cells were treated either with vehicle control 

(DMSO) or with ligands (T0901317 or STLX4) for 48h. Cholesterol loading and 

treatment was controlled with Oil Red O staining (Alfa Aesar) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions and for detailed cholesterol composition with the 

fluorometric method of Amplex Red Cholesterol Assay Kit (Invitrogen) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions.  
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2.2.5 Cholesterol and triglyceride analyses 

THP1 derived macrophages and foam cells were plated out into 24-well plates 

(Nunc) at a density of 2 x 105 cells/well. After differentiation and treatment cells 

were lysed with 100 µL lysis buffer (PBS, 0.25 M NaCl, 1% Triton X-100). Total 

and free cholesterol were determined using the colorimetric enzymatic Amplex 

Red Cholesterol Assay Kit (Invitrogen). Triglycerides were quantified by 

Triglyceride Assay Kit (BioVision). For normalization protein content was 

determined with Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay Reagent (Thermo Scientific). 

2.2.6 LXR knockdown macrophages 

Target specificity of gene expression effects was tested with siRNA-mediated 

LXRα/β knockdown in macrophages and foam cells with subsequent qPCR or 

microarray analysis. Therefore, THP1 cells (2x105 cells/ml) were seeded in 24-

well-plates and differentiated for 48h as described above. For foam cell 

formation, differentiated cells were incubated with oxLDL for 48h prior to 

knockdown. Differentiated cells were transfected with   transfection reagent 

(Mirus) and 15nM LXRα Silencer Validated siRNA (ID5458) and 15nM LXRβ 

Silencer Select Validated siRNA (ID s14684) or 30 nM Silencer Select Negative 

Control #1 (all Ambion), respectively. Transfection was carried out for 48h 

followed by treatment of LXRα/β knockdown macrophages with 10µM ligand or 

vehicle control (DMSO) for 24h. 

2.3 Immunoblotting 

For protein amount assessment in the THP1-derived cell models cells were 

harvested and nuclear extracts were prepared with the NE-PER Nuclear and 

Cytoplasmic Extraction Kit (Pierce). Protein contents were determined with the 

Pierce 660nm protein assay (Pierce). Protein concentrations were adjusted to 23 

µg per sample and were analyzed by western blotting using the NuPage Bis-Tris 

Electrophoresis System (Invitrogen). SDS-PAGE was carried out using NuPage 

15 well Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gels (1.0 mm) and separated proteins were plotted 

on nitrocellulose membranes for 75 minutes at 400mA. After blotting membranes 

were stained with Ponceau S solution (Applichem) to confirm equal protein 

loading and de-stained using tab-water. After blocking of membranes (1X TBS, 
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0.1% Tween-20 with 5% w/v nonfat dry milk), membranes were incubated with 

1:1000 anti-LXRα antibody (Abcam, ab 41902, (208, 209)) in milk powder 

solution at 4°C over night. After washing the membranes with TBS-Tween 

solution, membranes were incubated with 1:2000 goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP 

antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-2005) for 1 hour at room temperature. 

After washing steps, luminescence was detected with Western Lightning ECL 

solution (Perkin Elmer) on a Fujifilm LAS-1000 camera system using the Image 

Reader LAS-1000 Pro V2.61 software. Membranes were stripped with Restore 

Plus Western Blot Stripping Buffer (Thermo Scientific) for 10 minutes and 

incubated with β-Actin (C4) antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-47778) for 

20 minutes at room temperature. After washing, the membrane was incubated 

with 1:2000 goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-

2005) for 20 minutes at room temperature. Similar procedures were applied for 

anti-LXRβ (Abcam, ab56237,(210)) and anti-RXRα antibodies (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, sc-774 X) with 1:1000 goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP antibody (Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology, sc2004). For ABCA1 and APOE protein amount detection 

whole cell extracts were used. In this experiment LXRα protein detection was 

also repeated with whole cell extracts. Therefore anti-APOE antibody (Abcam 

ab1906), anti-ABCA1 antibody (Abcam, ab18180), anti-LXRα antibody (Abcam, 

ab 41902) and as housekeeping protein control anti-β-Actin (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology, sc-47778, C4) were used. Secondary antibodies were HRP 

labeled anti-mouse and anti-rabbit (Santa Cruz Biotechnology). After detection 

with Western Lightning Plus-ECL solution membranes were stripped with 

Restore Plus Western Blot Stripping Buffer. Densitometry for all western blots 

was performed in ImageQuant TL (GE Healthcare). This tool measures 

quantitatively the optical density and provides more accurate data than simple 

eye-observations. The calculation of log (protein of interest/β-Actin) corrects 

data for loading imbalances. 

2.4 Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)  

ChIP was performed using the Transcription factor ChIP Kit (Diagenode) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, at least six biological replicates 

of each experiment were crosslinked with a final concentration of 1% 

formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 minutes. Fixation was stopped with 
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0.125M glycine and washed twice with ice-cold PBS. Collected cells were lysed 

with the provided buffers and dissolved in shearing buffer to a final concentration 

of 1x106 cells per ChIP reaction. Shearing was performed using the BioruptorTM 

(Diagenode) at 4°C and 35-50 sonication cycles (30s on/ 30s off). Shearing 

conditions were optimized for differentiated THP1 cells and tested for shearing 

efficiency by agarose gel electrophoresis. The following antibodies were used: 

anti-LXRα (Abcam, ab 41902), anti-H3K4me3 (Diagenode, pAB-003-050), anti-

H4K20me1 (Abcam, ab9051) and negative control anti-IgG (Diagenode, kch-

819-015). For each ChIP 2 – 4 µg antibody were used. After washing and reverse 

crosslinking of precipitated samples, DNA purification was performed with the 

QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Each LXRα ChIP reaction was performed at least in quadruplicates 

and pooled at the DNA purification step. H3K4me3 and H4K20me1 ChIP 

reactions were processed in duplicates. DNA quantification was performed with 

Quant-it Picogreen dsDNA Kit (Invitrogen) according to the manual. Enrichment 

was measured as described above by quantitative real-time PCR with primers 

flanking new or known response elements and non target control regions (primers 

are listed in Table M1) applying at least 20pg sample/PCR. The relative 

occupancy of the immunoprecipitated factor at a locus was estimated using 

following equation 2 (Ct input - Ct ChIP). Ct input and ChIP are the threshold cycles of 

PCR done in triplicates on DNA samples from input and ChIP. LXRα ChIP 

qPCR was normalized against IgG ChIP qPCR of the same locus.  
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Name Forward primer Reverse primer 
LXRα binding 

position in genome 

ABCA1_1 

 

CCCAGCTTCCCCATCTGCG

C 

 

CCGGAGGTGGGGTGCCCAAT 

 

chr9:107689048-

107689163 

ABCA1_2 
CTCACTCTCGCTCGCAATT

A 
ACGTGCTTTCTGCTGAGTGA 

chr9:107690416-

107690582 

ABCA1_3 
CGGGCTCATGCTCCACTC

GG 
GCCGATTGCCCCACATCCCT 

chr9:107753699-

107753804 

LXRα_1 
CATCTGTTTCGGTCTCTTT

GG 
GCAGATGCTCCAGTCCAGAT 

chr11:47276460-

47276651 

ACCA1_1 
CGCCCCTGTCTCCCACCTC

A 
TCGGAGGTGAACGGCCTGGA 

chr17:35716119-

35716190 

FASN 
CGGGGTTACTGCCGGTCA

TCG 
GTGGGTGGACGTCCGTCTCG 

chr17:80056847-

80056934 

SREBF1 
CCGCCTTTAACCCGCTCGG

TG 

CCCTTTAACGAAGGGGGCGG

G 

chr17:17727207-

17727290 

ABCA1_4 

negative 

control site 

AGAGCGGACCCCAAAGCT

GGT 

GGCAGTGTGTCCAGGGCTTC

C 

chr9:107699191-

107699307 

LXRα_2 

negative 

control site 

GGATTACAGACCCGCATC

AC 
CCAGCAATGGTGTGTTGAAA 

chr11:47277726-

47277919 

ACCA1_2 

negative 

control site 

TGCCACTGATCCACGATG

TTGCC 

AGTGGTCTTGGGAAAGAGCA

GGC 

chr17:35766683-

35766761 

ABCG1_ 

Prom 

 

TGCTTTACGCCCAGTGACT

T 

 

CTGTGTAATGCTACAGGGAG

GA 

chr21:43619644-

43619800 

ABCG1_ 

Enh. 

 

CCAGCTGGTAATGGCTTG

TAG 

 CTGTCTGTCAACCCCTCTGG 
chr21:43648221-

43648419  
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COL4A1 
 

ACTTGCACCACACTCACA

CA 

 CTCCGGCTAAGTGTGTGTGT 
chr13:110969598-

110969764 

IGFBP4 
 

TAGGGAAGCGGCTTTTCC

TC 

 CACCTCAAGGGATCACTGCA 
chr17:38486701-

38486831  

MYLIP 
 

GCCCGATAGTAACCTCTG

CC 

 

AGGCTGAAGAAACTGACCAA

GT 

chr6:16131327-

16131442  

PBX4 
 

AAGGAGTTCAAGGCCATG

CTT 

 GAAAGTGGATGCGGCATTGT 
chr19:19719349-

19719526  

PARP1 
 

TCATTTGAGTCCCTGTGCA

GT 

 TAATCGCATAGTCCCCCAGC 
chr1:226637802-

226637924 

APOC1_1 
 

GCCAGCCAACCTAGAGTC

TG 

 ATCACTACATCCGTCCCCCA 
chr19:45416303-

45416430  

APOC1_2 
 

GCCGAACTAGAGTCTGAG

GC 

 AATTCCTTCCCCACCAGCTG 
chr19:45428862-

45428953 

H19 
CTGGTCTGTGCTGGCCAC

GG  
GCACCTTGGCTGGGGCTCTG 

chr11:2026314-

2026413 

ACTB 
CCATTGGCAAGAGCCCGG

CT  
GACACCCCACGCCAGTTCGG 

chr7:5569866-

5569984 

Table M1: ChIP-qPCR primer list 

2.4.1 ChIP-sequencing  

For deep sequencing ChIP samples (10-15ng) were first amplified using the 

ChIP-Seq Sample Prep Kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Sequence reads of 36bp were obtained using the second generation 

Genome Analyzer IIx and the Solexa Analysis Pipeline (Illumina). Unfiltered 

36bp sequence reads were uniquely mapped to the human genome assembly 

(February 2009, GRCh37/hg19) using Bowtie (211) allowing for two mismatches 

along each tag. Sequencing data was submitted to EBI and can be accessed via 

www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ERP001502. Data analysis after sequencing was 
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kindly performed by Cornelius Fisher (MPI for Molecular Genetics). 25bp 

resolution LXRα binding profiles were generated genome-wide using the MACS 

tool (212) with the option –wig. Resulting wiggle files (.wig) were converted to 

the bigWig format using the program wigToBigWig (213). Normalized signal 

profiles were generated using makeUCSCfile using the Hypergeometric 

Optimization of Motif EnRichment (HOMER) software (124). Resulting 

bedGraph files (.bg) were converted to the bigWig format using the program 

bedGraphToBigWig (213). BigWig files were uploaded to a web server and 

visualized as custom track in the UCSC Genome Browser (214). The program 

bigWigSummary (213) was used to retrieve signals from wiggle or bedGraph 

files based on genomic coordinates of LXRα peak intervals or intervals of open 

chromatin. The exact command used for this step is:bigWigSummary 

density.bigwig <chr> <start> <end> 1 type=mean. Where the density.bigwig is a 

bigwig file generated from filtered sequence alignments, <chr> is the 

chromosome, and <start> and <end> are the starting and ending positions of the 

interval, respectively. For visualization of selected loci the UCSC browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu) was used. Alternatively, tags for selected loci were 

extracted from UCSC and normalized against average of background tags of the 

same loci. Final visualization was performed with GraphPad Prism 5.0.  

2.4.2 Peak calling and filtering  

Peak identification was performed using the model based-analysis of ChIP-

sequencing algorithm (MACS, (212)) with aligned sequencing tags in BED 

format from LXRα-ChIP and IgG-ChIP experiments. The MACS version 1.0.1 

was accessed via Galaxy (main.g2.bx.psu.edu). The following peak calling 

parameters were used: p-value cut-off = 10-5, effective genome size = 2.79, 

bandwidth = 300 and m-fold = 5. Additionally, three levels (1 kb, 5 kb, 10 kb) of 

regions around the peak regions were used to calculate the maximum lambda as 

local lambda. To estimate the false discovery rate (FDR) for each peak interval 

the traditional default method was used. The method considers the peak location, 

1 kb, 5 kb, and 10 kb regions in the control data to calculate local bias. Due to 

imbalance between ChIP and control sample it was not possible to rank and filter 

the LXRα peaks according to FDR (215). To determine a stringent peak set for 

downstream analyses of LXRα ChIP-sequencing lanes, another filtering method 
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was applied. In this process, all peaks with a tag/length enrichment ratio <0.07 

and peaks with less or equal number of tags as in the IgG control lane were 

discarded. This analysis was visualized in GraphPad Prism 5.0 with a box plot 

and median tag number of all raw tags of each lane analyzed (Figure S1A). For 

improved quality assessment k-means clustering of the LXRα ChIP-sequencing 

data was performed in SeqMiner (216, 217) and all clusters with control data 

mean density >0.25 of maximal LXRα enrichment were discarded (exemplified 

in Figure S1B). Additionally, cluster were manually removed after individual 

genome browser observation (201). Macrophages treated with T0901317 and 

vehicle control (DMSO), respectively were LXRα ChIPed and sequenced twice 

as independent biological replicates. For correlation analysis peaks for each 

biological replicate were called as described above, tag counts under the peak 

intervals were plotted and Pearson correlation analysis was performed. For final 

data assessment, all tags were combined and the peak calling and filtering 

procedure was repeated as described above.  

2.4.3 Comparative ChIP-sequencing analysis 

For better comparison between different ChIP-sequencing lanes and to detect 

differential LXRα binding across investigated cell models LXRα peak 

enrichment normalization was performed by Cornelius Fischer (MPI for 

Molecular Genetics) according the description of Bardet et al. 2012 (218) for all 

cell models. In brief, all independently MACS called and filtered LXRα peaks 

from all cell models were compiled and the union genomic regions of all peak 

coordinates with significant LXRα enrichment were computed (2652 genomic 

regions). Each region for each sample was scored and the LXRα peak heights 

were normalized with quintile normalization. After computing the log2 fold 

change between the peak heights three different LXRα peak sets could be 

categorized based on a change of 1.5 fold. For visualization SeqMiner (216, 217) 

was applied.  

2.5 Formaldehyde assisted isolation of regulatory elements 

(FAIRE) 

Chromatin accessibility has been described as dramatically predetermining for 

TF binding (127). To assess the relative openness of chromatin at LXRα binding 
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sites and at transcriptional start sites (TSS) of potential target genes, 

formaldehyde assisted isolation of regulatory elements (FAIRE) (219) was 

applied followed by sequencing and qPCR validation. FAIRE-seq and data 

analysis were kindly performed by Cornelius Fischer (MPI for Molecular 

Genetics). In brief, cells were cross-linked and chromatin was fragmented as 

described above for the ChIP assay. The input control sample of FAIRE was 

reverse-crosslinked over night at 65°C and 600rpm followed by incubation for 2h 

at 55°C and 500 rpm in the presence of 20 µg proteinase K (Invitrogen). The 

FAIRE-sample stayed crosslinked and was diluted with water. Chromatin of both 

samples was extracted from the aqueous phase by the phenol/chloroform 

procedure. DNA in nucleosome depleted regions is less likely crosslinked with 

proteins. Thus, active chromatin regions are preferably enriched in the aqueous 

phase. Total chromatin was used as control and the enrichment ratio of open 

chromatin compared to total chromatin was calculated.  

2.5.1 FAIRE-sequencing 

Sequencing and mapping of FAIRE enriched chromatin was processed as 

described for ChIP-sequencing above. Aligned sequencing tags were converted 

using F-Seq (220) and further processed with the Unix command ’sed’ and the 

program wigToBigWig (213). Further visualization was done as described for 

ChIP-seq above. For relative openness analysis of the three defined LXRα peak 

sets (2652 genomic regions), the individual cell model enrichment intensities 

were extracted from BigWig files, quintile normalized and averaged for each 

genomic region. For visualization SeqMiner (216, 217) was used. 

2.6 Transcription factor binding site enrichment 

Regulatory elements, such as TFs, often bind DNA in cooperative manner in so-

called hotspots that often also correlate with pattern of open chromatin (221–

223). To determine the presence and number of co-localized TFs at LXRα 

binding sites, TFBS data was extracted from Encode consortium (Transcription 

Factor ChIP-seq from ENCODE, data contribution from the Myers labaratory at 

the Hudson Alpha Institute for Biotechnology and labaratory of Michael Snyder, 

Mark Gerstein and Sherman Weissman at Yale University; Peggy Farnham at UC 

Davis; and Kevin Struhl at Harvard; Kevin White at The University of Chicago; 
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Vishy Iyer at The University of Texas Austin, last update 04/28/2011,(224)). For 

visualization SeqMiner (216, 217) was used. 

2.7 LXRα motif analyses 

To analyze specific DNA motif occurrences at LXRα binding regions de novo 

motif search was performed with top 100 bound sequences for each defined peak 

set individually applying the MEME-ChIP tool from MEME suite (225) with 

default settings. Derived motifs were scanned using available position weight 

matrices (PWMs) from the Transfac database (226). Found motifs were aligned 

and visualized with STAMP tool (227). Motif distribution in all LXRα peak set 

sequences was determined by FIMO (Findmotif), a MEME suite tool with motif 

match display threshold: p-value 10-4. 

2.8 Reporter-gene assays 

For more detailed analysis of detected LXRα/RXRα motifs, reporter-gene assays 

were performed with natural and mutated LXREs. All used clones were kindly 

provided by Claudia Quendenau and Dr. Vitam Kodelja (MPI for Molecular 

Genetics). In brief, for the mutated LXREs five copies of the designed LXREs 

(ordered as DNA-oligonucleotides from BioTEZ, Table M2) were cloned into 

pGL4.31 [luc2P/Hygro] vector (Promega) with the In-Fusion HD EcoDry 

cloning system (Clontech Takara Bio Europe). LXRα and RXRα, each were 

cloned into pBIND [Renilla/Amp] vector (Promega). Selection and Amplification 

was performed in E. coli cells. Purification of the plasmids was performed with a 

plasmid purification kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instruction.  

Name DNA ologonucleotide 5 x sequence  
LXRα binding position in 

genome 

1 ABCA1  GCGCAGAGGTTACTATCGGTCAAAGC chr9: 107690167-107690793 

2 SREBF1 GCTGCGGGGTTACTGGCGGTCATTCA chr17: 17727085-17727637 

3 FASN GCTGCGGGGTTACTGCCGGTCATTCA chr17: 80056521-80057329 

4 MYLIP GCTGAGAGGTTACTATCGGGCATTCA chr6: 16131062-16131653 
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5 DR4 motif set 2 GCTGCGGGGTTACTGCAGGTCATTCA  

6 DR4 motif set 1 GCTGCGAGGTTACTCCAGGTCATTCA  

7 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGGTTACGGCCGGTCATTCA  

8 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGGTTAGAGCCGGTCATTCA  

9 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGGTTACAGCCGGTCATTCA  

10 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGGTTAGTGCCGGTCATTCA  

11 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGATCACTGCAGGTCATTCA  

12 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGATTACTGCCGGTCATTCA  

13 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGAAAATACTGCAGGTCATTCA  

14 Mutated DR4 GCTGCGGGGTTCCTGCCGGTCATTCA  

Table M2: Mutated and natural sequences of LXR response elements. 

 

Name Forward primer Reverse primer 

LXRE primer 

Pr1099- Pr1050 

TGGCCTAACTGGCCGGTACCGAGTTTCTAG

ATGAA 

TTTTATAGCCCCCCGCTAGCGTCT

TGCTGCGGGG 

pGL4.31 vector 

primers 
TACGGGAGGTATTGGACAGG TCGATATGTGCGTCGGTAAA 

Full length 

LXR/RXR primer          

669-670 

ATAGGCTAGCCAGCTTGAAGCAAGCCTCC

TGAAAGATGGACACCAAACATTTCCTG 

GCGGCCGCTCTAGACTAAGTCAT

TTGGTGCGGC 

Full length 

LXR/RXR primer          

669-670659-660 

ATAGGCTAGCCAGCTTGAAGCAAGCCTCC

TGAAAGATGCCCCACTCTGCTGG 

AGTCGACGGATCCTCATTCGTGC

ACATCCCA 

Table M3: Primers for cloning 

 

For reporter gene analysis HEK293 cells were plated on a white, clear bottom 

384 well plate (Greiner) at a density of 1x105 cells/ml and cultivated in DMEM 
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media (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% FBS for 24h prior to transfection. 

Transfection was carried out with 0.25% Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) in Optimem 

media (Invitrogen). HEK293 cells were co-transfected with the pGL4.31- LXRE- 

Luc (100ng), pBIND-LXRα and pBIND-RXRα (each 20ng) for 4h under a 

humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 and 95% air at 37°C. Afterwards transient 

transfected HEK293 cells were treated with 10µM T0901317 in DMEM media 

supplemented with 10% FBS for 24h. After the incubation period, cells were 

washed twice with PBS and harvested for luciferase reporter gene assay applying 

the Dual Luciferase Reporter System (Promega) according to provided 

instructions. Measurement of bioluminescence was carried out with the 

POLARstar Omega Microplate reader (BMG Labtech). Activity was expressed as 

relative luciferase unit (RLU) and finally visualized as fold change of T0901317 

treatment versus vehicle control. 

2.9 Functional annotation of LXRα binding sites 

For a biological interpretation of our data, it was important to functionally 

annotate the LXRα binding sites to genomic position and nearby genes. Gene 

ontology analysis and association of LXRα bound target genes with genome-

wide association studies (GWAS) data revealed new insights in LXRα activation. 

2.9.1 Genomic distribution 

Genomic distributions were determined using the Cis-regulatory Element 

Annotation System (CEAS 1.0.2, (228)). The derived percentual distribution was 

compared to normal genomic distribution and visualized in Excel (Microsoft) and 

GraphPAd Prism 5.0. (GraphPad Software Inc.) Average tag counts were 

calculated using the SitePro tool from Galaxy/Cistrome (228) and data was 

visualized in Excel (Microsoft). 

2.9.2 Annotation of genes controlled by nearby peaks 

Assuming that one LXRα binding site can regulate multiple surrounding target 

genes (229, 125), all potential LXRα target genes were annotated using a 

maximal distance of 200kb from peak center. Therefore, the Peak Center 

Annotation script (peak2gene) from the Cistrome Analysis Pipeline (AP) Module 
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(cistrome.org) was used. Gene definitions were taken from the UCSC Genome 

Browser’s RefGene table (230). Peaks that did not have any annotated genes 

within 200 kb from peak center were termed as non- annotated or located in gene 

deserts. 

2.10 Gene expression study 

In order to understand the functional impact of TF binding and implicated gene 

regulatory networks, it is essential to perform integrative analysis with other data 

types including global expression data (194). 

2.10.1 RNA purification, cDNA synthesis and qPCR 

Total RNA was isolated from four biological replicates using RNeasy mini kit 

(Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. An additional on-column 

DNAse digestion step (DNase-Set, Qiagen) was included. RNA quantity and 

integrity was checked by Nanodrop (ND-100 Spectrophotometer) and agarose gel 

electrophoresis, respectively. High quality RNA was utilized for whole genome 

microarray analysis and quantitative PCR analysis of selected LXR target genes. 

For quantitative PCR, 1µg total RNA was reversely transcribed to cDNA using 

the High Capacity Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was amplified with specific primers (Table 

M4) by real-time PCR using an ABI Prism 7900HT Sequence Detection System 

and 2x SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). PCR amplification 

was performed in a volume of 10µl containing 3-5ng cDNA, 0.5µM of each 

primer and 1x SYBR Green PCR Master Mix. The conditions were 95°C for 1 

minute, followed by 40 cycles of amplification (95°C for 15s; 60°C for 60s). 

Product purity for PCR reactions was confirmed by examination of melting 

curves for the presence of a single peak. Relative gene expression levels were 

normalized using β-actin gene and quantified by the 2-∆∆Ct method (231). 

Individual samples were analyzed in triplicates and data are presented as mean 

with ±standard error of mean (SEM). Statistical analysis was performed by using 

a two-tailed Students-T-test. Significance refers to compound treatment versus 

vehicle control. If not otherwise denoted, primers were designed with the Primer3 

software (232), following specificity check with NCBI BLAST search (233).  
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Symbol Forward primer Reverse primer 

ACTB CAGCCATGTACGTTGCTATCCAGG AGGTCCAGACGCAGGATGGCATG 

LPL ACAGAATTACTGGCCTCGATCC CTGCATCATCAGGAGAAAGACG 

CD36 GTTGATTTGTGAATAAGAACCAGAGC TGTTAAGCACCTGTTTCTTGCAA 

FABP4 GGTGGTGGAATGCGTCATG CAACGTCCCTTGGCTTATGC 

LXRα CACCTACATGCGTCGCAAGT GACAGGACACACTCCTCCCG 

PLTP GACACCGTGCCTGTGCG GGTGGAAGCCACAGGATCCT 

PPARG CATGGCAATTGAATGTCGTGTC CCGGAAGAAACCCTTGCAT 

PPIB ACGACAGTCAAGACAGCCTGG CTTCCGCACCACCTCCAT 

LXRβ GGTGTGTCAGGGGCTAAAGA CCTCTCGCGGAGTGAACTA 

SREBF1 CCGCCTTTAACCCGCTCGGTG CCCTTTAACGAAGGGGGCGGG 

ABCA1 CTTCTCCGGAAGGCTTGTC GGCCAGAGCTCACAGCAG 

APOE GGATCCTTGAGTCCTACTCAGC CAGCCCACAGAACCTTCATC 

IL6 CTGTCAGCTCACCCCTGCGCTC GTGTGGGGCGGCTACATCTTTGG 

TLR4 AGAACTGCAGGTGCTGGATT ATGCCCCATCTTCAATTGTC 

FASN CGGGGTTACTGCCGGTCATCG GTGGGTGGACGTCCGTCTCG 

MMP9 CTGAGTCAGCACTTGCCTGTCAA GCAGAGGTGTCTGACTGCAGCTG 

TLR2 CTCCCAGTGTTTGGTGTTGCAAGC GCACAATGAGCCCCACAGGTACC 

CD68 GGTGAGGCGGTTCAGCCATGAG GTTGTTCCAGTGCTCTCTGCCAG 

IL10 ACCAAGACCCAGACATCAAGG AGAAATCGATGACAGCGCC 

TNFα CCCAGGCAGTCAGATCATCTTC CTGCCCCTCAGCTTGAGG 

Cd163 TGGAATGGAAAAGGAGGCCATTCTG GGTATCTTAAAGGCTGAACTCACTGGG 

CD11b TGTTAACAGCCTTGACCTTATG ATCCCTGAAGCTGGACCAC 

CD14 CTAAAGGACTGCCAGCCAAG CCCGTCCAGTGTCAGGTTAT 

Table M4: qPCR primer list 
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2.10.2 Genome-wide gene expression analysis 

Microarray analyses were performed according to instructions of Illumina‘s 

TotalPrep RNA Amplification Kit, followed by hybridization on HumanHT-12 

v3/v4 Expression BeadChips (Illumina). Scanning was performed with Illumina‘s 

BeadStation 50 (Illumina) platform and reagents. Samples were processed in 

biological quadruplicates. Basic expression data analysis was carried out using 

BeadStudio 3.1 (Illumina Software). Raw data were background-subtracted and 

normalized using the cubic spline algorithm. Processed data were then filtered for 

significant detection (P-value <0.01) and differential expression vs. vehicle 

treatment according to the Illumina T-test error model and were corrected 

according to the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (P-values <0.05) in BeadStudio 

3.1 (Illumina Software). For LXRα/β knockdown analysis only genes with 

significant detection (P-value <0.01) in control siRNA samples were chosen. 

Normalized T0901317 treated knockdown and control siRNA samples were 

compared to vehicle control (DMSO) or to foam cells. Statistical analysis of 

knockdown was performed by using a two-tailed Students-T-test. Significance 

refers to LXRα/β siRNA versus control siRNA with correction according to the 

Benjamini-Hochberg procedure (234) (P-values <0.05). Bead array data were 

validated by using quantitative real-time PCR. Gene expression data were 

submitted in MIAME-compliant form to the ArrayExpress database under 

accession number E-MTAB-1106 (www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress). For overall 

gene expression comparison, we applied Gene distance matrix (GDM) analyses 

that include all gene expression data of a model, without restriction to a set of 

genes. Data reduction is achieved by collapsing the expression data of every gene 

to a vector sum in Euclidean space. The Euclidean distance between the vector 

sums of different compounds is therefore a measure of the similarity between the 

expression profiles. GDM comparison was performed in Multiexpression Viewer 

(MeV 4.3., (235)). Functional annotation enrichment of genes was processed with 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) (236), which tests for enrichment of 

whole sets of genes (e.g. pathways) instead of single genes. GSEA was 

performed using the following parameters: 1000 gene set permutations, weighted 

enrichment statistic, and signal-to-noise metric. Alternatively the database for 

annotation, visualization, and integrated discovery (DAVID) (237)) was used. 
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After functional annotation clustering enrichment scores > 1.0 were considered as 

significant. Heatmaps were carried out with Mayday 2.8. (238). 

2.11 Correlation of LXRα binding and gene expression  

To analyze the correlation between LXRα binding and gene expression in each 

cellular model differentially expressed genes (vs. vehicle treated macrophages) 

were compared with binding site-associated genes. This analysis was kindly 

performed by Cornelius Fischer (MPI for Molecular Genetics). For visualization, 

the normalized LXRα peak enrichment and differential gene expression sorted in 

4 up- and 4 down- quintiles according to the expression fold-change were plotted 

in GraphPad Prism 5.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.). Further, percentage of 

knockdown sensitive LXRα target genes with a nearby binding site was assessed. 

To additionally expand the view to potential LXRα target genes, not presented in 

the microarray data, promoter specific changes of H3K4me3, H4K20me1 and 

chromatin accessibility were determined at genes with a nearby binding site to 

predict potential gene expression regulation (239). To validate this approach 

differential gene expression data was sorted according to m-fold expression of 

treated vs. untreated macrophages (DMSO). For visualization with SeqMiner 

(216, 217) FAIRE-seq, H3K4me3 and H4K20me1 reads +/- 5kb from center of 

the TSS of the differentially expressed gene were extracted. Furher, a relative 

histone and FAIRE-seq signal of the cell models vs. untreated macrophage was 

generated and the mean signal +/- 1.5 kb of the target gene TSS was built. 

Finally, the mean signal and differentially expressed genes were plotted in 

quintiles for each cell model (240). Statistical analysis was performed by using a 

two-tailed Students-T-test. Significance refers to quintile 1 versus quintile 4 p-

value < 0.05. For prediction, the mean signal fold-change of expression quintile 4 

was chosen.  

2.12 Functional description and network analyses 

For further characterization of LXRα binding site-associated genes found to be 

differentially expressed and LXR knockdown sensitive in tested macrophage and 

foam cell models, following analyses were performed: 
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2.12.1 Gene ontology analysis  

To classify functions for the genes targeted by LXRα, gene ontology (GO) 

enrichment analysis was performed using DAVID (237). Therefore, model 

specific and knockdown validated LXRα target genes with a binding site were 

analyzed. For this analysis functional annotation clustering for GO term 

Bioprocess_FAT with highest classification stringency was applied. Only 

enrichment scores >1.0 were considered as significant. Further, only terms with 

FDR <15% and maximal top 3 bioprocess were selected.  

2.12.2 Pathway analysis 

Pathway analysis was also performed with DAVID (237) analyzing the Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) and BIOCARTA pathways with 

the functional annotation chart option. Information on regulation of lipid 

metabolism by peroxisome proliferators activated receptor alpha (PPARα) were 

extracted from Reactome pathway database (www.reactome.org, (241)). Pathway 

analysis for T0901317 specific LXRα target genes in foam cells was performed 

with Ingenuity Pathways Analysis, a web-delivered application that helps to 

discover, visualize and explore therapeutically relevant networks (IPA, 

www.Ingenuity.com, (242)). Core analysis was performed using the Ingenuity 

Knowledge Base as reference set under consideration of only direct and indirect 

relationships with high or experimentally observed confidence. 

2.12.3 Association of LXRα binding sites with GWAS 

Correlation of LXRα binding data with (GWAS) was processed by overlapping 

the NHGRI GWAS catalogue (243) SNPs positions with the defined LXRα 

binding sites. A threshold of p-value <10-5 was set. Additionally, the LXRα 

binding sites of interest were within the LD block (DistiLD Database, (244)) of 

the SNP. Further, only LXRα peak associated genes that were also reported in the 

GWAS were considered.  

2.12.4 Functional network analysis 

Interaction networks were derived from the FANTOM4-EdgeExpress Database 

(245) and STRING (246). Networks were visualized using Cytoscape (247). 
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2.12.5 Database search for known LXRα target genes 

To differentiate between already known LXRα target genes, interactors and 

discovered new genes in this study, BIOGRID, NEXTBIO, Nuclear Receptor 

Resource ((248, 249), http://nrresource.org) databases were searched as well as 

most recent publications on LXRα (125, 126). 

2.13 Figures, equipment and reagents 

2.13.1 Figures 

All figures presented in this thesis were designed and compiled with PowerPoint 

(Microsoft) and Science Slides (VisiScience Inc.). Figures presented in the 

Introduction section are based on information derived from literature cited in the 

according text passages. 

2.13.2 Reagents  

Reagent Manufacturer/Provider 

T0901317 (C17H12NSO3F9) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

22-R-Hydroxycholesterol Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) 

Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Oxidized low density lipoprotein (oxLDL) 
Autogen Bioclear UK Ltd (Calne, Wiltshire, 

United Kingdom). 

Oil Red O Alfa Aesar (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Amplex Red Cholesterol Assay Kit Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Ficoll Paque  GE healthcare (München, Germany) 

MACS Monocyte Isolation Kit II  Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) 

MACS LS columns Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) 

Penicillin/Streptamycin  GIBCO (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) 
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CellTiter-Glo  Promega (Mannheim, Germany) 

NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic 

Extraction Kit  
Pierce (Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) 

TrypLE Express GIBCO (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS), 

pH 7.4 
GIBCO (Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Trypan Blue Stain Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

TransIT TKO 
Mirus (Madison, Wisconsin, USA, distributed by 

MoBiTec, Göttingen, Germany) 

LXRα Silencer Select Validated siRNA 

ID5458 

Ambion (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

LXRβ Silencer Select Validated siRNA ID 

s14684 

Ambion (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

Silencer Select Negative Control #1 siRNA  
Ambion (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

Ethanol Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) 

Isopropanol Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) 

RNase-free water 
Ambion (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

RNeasy Plus Mini Kit QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany) 

DNase set QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany) 

High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription 

Kit  
Applied Biosystems (Darmstadt, Germany) 

Illumina TotalPrep RNA Amplification Kit  
Ambion (Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, 

Germany) 

SYBR GREEN PCR Master Mix Applied Biosystems (Darmstadt, Germany) 

Real-time PCR Primer Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 
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Picogreen Quant-iT Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Tween-20 Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

1x Phosphatase Inhibitor Cocktail  Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

1x Protease Inhibitor Cocktail  Roche (Mannheim, Germany) 

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Coomassie Brillant Blue R250 Bio-Rad Laboratories (München, Germany) 

Precision Plus Protein all blue standards Bio-Rad Laboratories (München, Germany) 

Milk powder  Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA) Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Pierce 660 nm Protein Assay Reagent  
Thermo Scientific (Waltham, Massachusetts, 

USA) 

Ponceau S solution Applichem (Gatersleben, Germany) 

anti-LXRα antibody ab 41902  Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

goat anti-mouse IgG-HRP andtibody sc-

2005 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Heidelberg, Germany) 

anti-LXRβ antibody ab56237   Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

anti-RXRα antibodies sc-774 X Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Heidelberg, Germany) 

goat anti-rabbit IgG-HRP andtibody sc2004 Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Heidelberg, Germany) 

anti-APOE antibody ab1906  Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

anti-ABCA1 antibody ab18180  Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

anti-β-Actin sc-47778, C4 Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Heidelberg, Germany) 

anti-H3K4me3 pAB-003-050  Diagenode (Denville, NJ) 
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anti-H4K20me1 ab9051  Abcam (Cambridge, UK) 

anti-IgG kch-819-015 Diagenode (Denville, NJ) 

Restore Plus Western Blot Stripping Buffer  Pierce (Fisher Scientific, Schwerte, Germany) 

Western Lightning ECL solution  Perkin Elmer (Rodgau, Germany) 

Transcription Factor ChIP kit                               

kch-redTBP-012 
Diagenode (Denville, NJ) 

Proteinase K Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

pGL4.31 Vector Promega (BioSciences, San Luis Obispo, USA) 

pBIND Vector Promega (BioSciences, San Luis Obispo, USA) 

Cholesterol Assay Kit Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Triglyceride Assay Kit Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Formaldehyde  Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Glycine Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

QIAquick PCR purification kit  QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany) 

Phenol/Chloroform Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

ChIP-Seq Sample Prep Kit Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

In-Fusion HD EcoDry cloning system  Clontech Takara Bio Europe 

Lipofectamine  Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

E. coli Stellar™ Competent Cells  
Clontech (Saint-Germain-en-Laye, 

France) 

QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit  QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany) 

Dual Luciferase Reporter System  Promega (Mannheim, Germany) 
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2.13.3 Cells and media 

Cell models Provider 

THP1 cell line ATCC (LGC Promochem, Wesel, Germany) 

HEK 293T cell line ATCC (LGC Promochem, Wesel, Germany) 

RPMI 1640 Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) 

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

(DMEM) 
ATCC (LGC Promochem, Wesel, Germany) 

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) Biochrom (Berlin, Germany) 

Human AB serum  
First Link UK LTD (Birmingham, United 

Kingdom) 

Optimem Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

 

2.13.4 Equipments and consumables 

Product 
Manufacturer 

384 Well Flat Bottom Polystyrene High Bind 

Microplate, clear (3700) 

Corning Life Sciences (Fisher Scientific, 

Schwerte, Germany) 

384 Well low volume black Polystyrene 

nontreated microplate (3677) 

Corning Life Sciences (Fisher Scientific, 

Schwerte, Germany) 

384 Well Polystyrene cell culture microplate, 

black (781091) 
Greiner Bio-One (Frickenhausen, Germany) 

384 Well Polystyrene cell culture microplate, 

white (781098) 
Greiner Bio-One (Frickenhausen, Germany) 

384 Well Small Volume HiBase Polystyrene 

Microplates, black (784076) 
Greiner Bio-One (Frickenhausen, Germany) 

384 Well Small Volume HiBase Polystyrene Greiner Bio-One (Frickenhausen, Germany) 
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Microplates, clear (784101) 

Thermowell 96-well PCR plate 
Corning Life Sciences (Fisher Scientific, 

Schwerte, Germany) 

Nunclon cell culture plate 24 well Nunc (Wiesbaden, Germany) 

75 cm² flask TPP (Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) 

150 cm² flask TPP (Biochrom, Berlin, Germany) 

POLARstar Omega  BMG LABTECH (Offenburg, Germany) 

TissueLyser QIAGEN (Hilden, Germany) 

ABI Prism 7900HT System Applied Biosystems (Darmstadt, Germany) 

Nanodrop ND-1000 Fisher Scientific (Schwerte, Germany) 

Bioanalyzer RNA 6000 Pico Kit Agilent Technolgies (Böblingen, Germany) 

Bioanalyzer 2100  Agilent Technolgies (Böblingen, Germany) 

HumanHT-12 v3 Expression BeadChips Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

HumanHT-12 v4 Expression BeadChips Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

BeadStation 500  Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

Microvette lithium-heparin coated capillary 

tubes (CB300) 
Sarstedt (Nürnbrecht, Germany) 

NuPage Bis-Tris Electrophoresis System (Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany)) 

NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel Invitrogen (Karlsruhe, Germany) 

Hybond ECL nitrocellulose membrane GE Healthcare (München, Germany) 

LAS-1000 camera system Fujifilm (Düsseldorf, Germany) 

Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 
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2.13.5 Software/Internet tools 

Software 
Provider 

Microsoft Office  Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, WA, USA) 

ScienceSlides  VisiScience Inc. (Chapel Hill, NC, USA) 

GraphPad Prism 5 GraphPad Software (La Jolla, CA, USA) 

Image Reader LAS-1000 Pro V2.61  Fujifilm (Düsseldorf, Germany) 

ImageQuant TL GE Healthcare (München, Germany) 

SDS 2.2 Applied Biosystems (Darmstadt, Germany) 

BeadStudio 3.1  Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

Solexa Analysis Pipeline  Illumina (Eindhoven, The Netherlands) 

DAVID  http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov 

Mayday 2.8  
http://www.zbit.uni-

tuebingen.de/pas/software.htm 

MeV 4.3   http://www.tm4.org/mev 

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) www.broadinstitute.org/gsea 

Connectivity Map, build 02  www.broadinstitute.org/cmap 

Primer-BLAST www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primer-blast 

Reactome pathway database www.reactome.org 

Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) www.ingenuity.com/ 

UCSC genome browser http://genome.ucsc.edu 

Galaxy/Cistrome Analysis Pipelines http://cistrome.org/ap 

HOMER suite http://biowhat.ucsd.edu/homer/ 
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MEME Suite http://meme.nbcr.net/meme/ 

STAMP tool www.benoslab.pitt.edu/stamp/ 

FANTOM4Edge express database http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/4/edgeexpress 

STRING databse http://string-db.org/ 

BIOGRID database http://thebiogrid.org/ 

NEXTBIO databse www.nextbio.com/b/corp/content.nb 

Nuclear receptor resource database http://nrresource.org/ 
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a trend to reduced content of esterified cholesterol after T0901317 treatment 

(Figure 9B, white bar).   

 

3.1.2 Ligand-dependent autoregulatory upregulation of LXRα  

Prior to whole genome binding analyses the amounts of LXRα, LXRβ protein and 

its heterodimerization partner RXR were examined in our cell models. Therefore 

western blot method on nuclear extracts, derived from macrophages and foam 

cells stimulated with T0901317, was applied. Activation of LXRα with its 

synthetic ligand T0901317 lead to increased protein amounts as well as 

stimulation with the natural ligand oxysterol (oxLDL), the essential trigger of 

foam cell formation. Co-administration of T0901317 and oxLDL as observed in 

T0901317 treated foam cell lead to an additive effect with strong increase of 

LXRα protein (Figure 10A). Whereas LXRα was highly inducible there were 

overall only low protein amounts of the LXRβ subtype detectable and RXR 

showed no significant change. Densitometry data revealed that the LXRα subtype 

Figure 9: Foam cell formation and T0901317 treatment. (A) Cell culture pictures of Oil red 

O stained macrophages, foam cells and T0901317 treated foam cells (from left to right). (B) 

Cholesterol composition analysis of cell extracts. Data are expressed as mean with ± SD 

(n=6). Measured cholesterol content was normalized to total protein amount in cell extracts. 

Significance was calculated with Student’s T-test only between foam cells and T0901317 

treated foam cells. * = p-value < 0.05, #= p-value < 0.01. 
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is 38-times more abundant in T0901317 treated foam cells than LXRβ (Table S1). 

This tremendous increase in LXRα protein content in presence of ligands is in 

accordance with previously published data (145) and can be explained by the 

feed-forward loop of LXRα (Figure 10B). Its autoregulatory function drives upon 

ligand-based activation its own expression, thereby constantly increasing the 

protein amount of LXRα. This specific autoregulatory feature of LXRα has not 

been observed in mouse macrophages (145). In absence of a specific ligand, there 

was only sparse LXRα protein in human macrophages detectable. 

 

3.2 Genome-wide binding study  

3.2.1 LXRα ChIP-seq 

To determine genome-wide LXRα specific binding in THP1 derived macrophages 

and foam cells, treated and untreated with T0901317, chromatin 

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) using a well-validated and previously applied 

antibody (208, 251) followed by massively parallel deep sequencing was applied. 

This method enables quantification of the DNA-interacting LXRα association 

with every position in the genome. Therefore, LXRα was crosslinked with 

interacting DNA sections, chromatin was fragmented and protein-DNA 

complexes were immunoprecipitated with anti-LXRα antibody. Purified, short 

DNA fragments represented the position of LXRα binding and were subjected to 

sequencing followed by alignment to the human genome (252). Density profiles, 

Figure 10: Protein content of LXR and retinoid X receptor (RXR) in analyzed cell models. 

(A) Western blot analysis of LXRα, LXRβ and RXR in macrophages and foam cell in 

presence and absence of T0901317. (B) Sketch of the autoregulatory loop function of LXRα 

activation. Upon ligand dependent activation, LXRα-RXRα dimer binds to a direct repeat of 

4 (DR4) response element in front of LXRα gene locus and activates LXRα gene expression 

via a feed-forward loop mechanism.  
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generated from aligned sequencing reads, were examined for tag enrichment 

(LXRα peak or binding site) automatically by MACS (212) and by visual 

observation. Macrophages and T0901317 treated macrophages were 

immunoprecipitated and sequenced in biological duplicates. Both biological 

replicates showed a high degree of correlation (Figure 11A and 11B). For 

improved peak enrichment the sequence tags of biological replicates were 

 

combined and peak calling, filtering and all further analyses were performed on 

pooled sets (this procedure can be found in more detail in the Material and 

Methods section). Initial peak calling with MACS resulted in thousands of LXRα 

peaks for each of the cell models (Table S2). Unfortunately, it was not possible to 

find a MACS build-in method for further filtering due to imbalance between ChIP 

and control sample (215). Further, in cases of very low LXRα enrichments (e.g. 

ligand-free macrophage) MACS algorithm tended to call false positive peaks. To 

overcome this problem and to determine a very stringent set of true LXRα binding 

sites in the cell models, further filtering steps were applied.  

3.2.2 LXRα binding is ligand dependent  

As observed in western blot analysis, the very low protein amount of LXRα in 

ligand-free macrophages led to low enrichments at potential binding sites. 

Figure 11: Biological replicates (BR) of ChIP-seq. (A) Macrophages treated with 

T0901317. (B) Ligand-free macrophages. Tag counts under the peak intervals were plotted 

for each biological replicate and correlated with Pearson correlation. Visualized is the log10 

scale of tag counts. 
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determined, suggesting that LXRα binding was strictly ligand-induced in the 

investigated cell models. This observation was contrary to the classic model of 

constitutive LXR binding and ligand-dependent exchange of co-repressor to co-

activator assembly (130, 253). For T0901317 treated macrophages, foam cells and 

T0901317 treated foam cells 1198,742 and 628 binding sites, respectively were 

discovered (total: 2652 peaks, Table S3). Each binding site was annotated to the 

next located genes. For example, the ABCA1 gene locus, one of the major LXRα 

target genes in reverse cholesterol transport, is illustrated in Figure 12. In contrast 

to ligand-free macrophages, T0901317 treatment enriched LXRα significantly at 

the transcription start site and 

in intron 5. Similar 

observations were made for 

foam cells and T0901317 

treated foam cells. The 

illustrated binding sites 

represent only a selection of 

multiple binding sites at this 

locus. In total, eight binding 

sites were found in ligand-

treated macrophages and 

foam cells located up to 

+136kb and -59kb of the 

transcription start site 

(Figure S3). In order to confirm the robustness of the derived ChIP-seq data the 

LXRα ChIP experiments were repeated and the enriched material was assessed by 

qPCR for a selection of 21 LXRα binding sites and negative control sites (Figure 

13). Visual comparison with ChIP-seq data revealed high concordance. Thus, 

ChIP-seq-derived peaks were successfully confirmed and again the extremely low 

enrichment of LXRα in ligand-free macrophages was observed.  

For example, the LXRα binding site at the transcription start site of ABCA1 gene 

locus was tested with ChIP-qPCR for LXRα and LXRβ enrichment in THP1-

derived macrophages and foam cells in presence and absence of T0901317 

(Figure 14). As expected, LXRα binding was highly ligand-dependent, whereas 

LXRβ showed a constitutive and ligand-independent binding profile. Consistently, 

Figure 14: ChIP-qPCR validation of ABCA1 LXRE. 

LXRα ChIP-qPCR in THP1 derived and human PBM 

derived cells and LXRβ ChIP-qPCR in THP1 cells. 

Data are expressed as mean with ± S.D. from 

biological triplicates relative to IgG.  
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an up to 80-fold enrichment of LXRα was observed compared to the only 2.5-fold 

enrichment of the β-subtype over the IgG control. Further, the THP1 cell models 

were validated with human peripheral blood monocyte (PBM) derived cell models 

in absence and presence of T0901317. PBM maturation and T0901317 treatment 

were controlled by gene expression analyses (Figure S4). The LXRα binding 

profiles of THP1- and PBM-derived macrophages and foam cells were very 

similar (Figure 14). 

Interestingly, PBM-derived, ligand-free macrophages showed high binding 

background. This indicates that the observed lipids in the used donor blood were 

experimentally interfering. Besides, THP1 cells showed similar binding profiles 

as PBM-derived cells and provided easy accessible, sufficient and standardized 

material for all performed analyses. Thus, THP1 cells were the experimental 

resource of choice. 

3.2.3 Shared and differential binding of LXRα to genomic loci in 

macrophages and foam cells 

Cell model and treatment specific effects of LXRα genome binding were assessed 

by comparative ChIP-seq analysis (218). After sorting the peaks according to their 

degree of variability, three different peak sets could be categorized. They were 

visualized as a heat map of tag densities around LXRα binding sites (Figure 

15A). For completeness, the ligand-free macrophage densities were also included 

and showed only marginal tag accumulations (grey heat map, Figure 15A). The 

first differential genomic peak set comprised 29% or 769 peaks and showed an 

increased LXRα binding upon T0901317 treatment. This occupation was 

observed in T0901317 treated macrophages as well as in T0901317 treated foam 

cells. This so-called T0901317 specific peak set showed a very poor enrichment 

of LXRα in foam cells or ligand-free macrophages as illustrated in the left panel 

of figure 15A with a mean tag density of less than 10. The largest peak set 

discovered (45%, 1193 peaks) was shared among all cell models. The exception 

was the overall low enrichment of ligand-free macrophages. The third peak set 

consisted of 690 peaks (26%) and was distinguished by an overall low enrichment 

of LXRα. However, there was clearly a foam cell-specific enrichment over 

T0901317-treated cells. This less pronounced enrichment profile could be due to 

indirect binding of LXRα to the genome, which is more difficult to catch with the 
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applied crosslink method. Further, chromatin accessibility is associated with 

active transcriptional regulators and has been recently described as predetermining 

for TF binding (127, 254). 

 

Figure 15: Differential LXRα binding sites in human macrophage and foam cell models. 

(A) Comparative LXRα ChIP-seq enrichment heatmap and mean tag density ±1.5kb from 

peak center (LXRα binding site). Variability was calculated as log2 fold change between 

models. The T0901317 specific set comprised 29% of all binding sites. A proportion of 45% 

binding sites shows similar LXRα enrichments in all cell models and is therefore termed as 

shared peak set. Foam cell specific peak set is composed of 26% of all binding sites. The 

left panel shows mean tag densities for each peak set. The right panel shows a plot of the 

average chromatin openness of the three peak sets derived from FAIRE-seq analyses. 

Macrophages are depicted in grey, T0901317 treated macrophages in brown, foam cells in 

green, T0901317 treated foam cells in blue and average FAIRE in black, respectively. (B) 

T0901317 specific peak set tag alignment track example; the APOC1 locus. (C) Shared 

peak set tag alignment track example; the LXRα locus. (D) Foam cell specific peak set tag 

alignment track example; the PARP1 locus. Arrows indicate transcription start sites and 

orientation of transcription. Black arrows over tracks show peaks.  
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direct the expression of APOE and presumably all members of this cluster (255, 

256). Another example of T0901317 specific binding is the PBX4 gene (Figure 

S6). The homeobox protein PBX4, encodes a homeodomain protein that 

resembles to a TF involved in translocations in pre-B-cell leukemias. In 2008 six 

new loci, including PBX4 locus were associated with LDL cholesterol (257). In 

this study, two LXRα binding sites were observed in the first intron. The first 

binding site was enriched upon T0901317 treatment and slightly in ligand-free 

macrophages. Notably, the second binding site 2.5kb upstream, was occupied only 

in foam cells. T0901317 treated foam cells showed a mixed profile with both 

binding sites occupied. An example for LXRα binding shared among all models is 

the previously described ABCA1 gene locus or LXRα itself. At the LXRα locus, a 

cell-model independent binding profile was detected with a single binding site 2.8 

kb upstream of the transcription start site (Figure 15C). An example for foam cell 

specific binding is the LXRα binding site located 40kb proximal from PARP1 

gene locus (Figure 15D). This gene encodes the poly (ADP-ribose) transferase, a 

chromatin associated enzyme that modulates numerous nuclear proteins and is 

involved in regulation of differentiation and proliferation, DNA repair and 

apoptosis. As expected from foam cell specific set an LXRα binding only in foam 

cells was discovered.  

3.2.4 T0901317 sharpens LXRα peak enrichment at promoter sites  

The classic model of LXR binding describes its positioning to LXR response 

elements (LXRE) that contain a consensus sequence of two direct repeats with the 

core sequence 5’- AGGTCA -3’ separated by 4 nucleotides (DR4, (133, 258, 

259)). For further characterization of the three sets of LXRα binding sites de novo 

motif search was performed. Surprisingly, significant enrichments of a DR4 motif 

were found only in T0901317 specific- and shared peak set (Figure 17A). The 

discovered motifs highly resembled the Transfac LXR:RXR motif m00647. For 

the foam cell specific peak set no de novo motif could be significantly enriched. 

Targeted scanning of the de novo derived motif from shared peak set in all peaks 

resulted in 15% (398 peaks) of binding sites that occupied this motif (Figure 

17B). In accordance with the de novo motif analysis, only 2% thereof were from 

the foam cell specific set. The low percentage of binding sites that harbor a DR4 

motif may be due to the stringent p-value cutoff of 10-4. A more relaxed p-value 
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cutoff of 10-3 revealed 63% of binding sites with a DR4 motif. However, recent 

studies showed similar low DR4 occupancies and discussed the potential function 

of the DR4 motif for LXR binding (125, 126). These studies claim that LXR binds 

 

to fairly degenerated DR elements. To address this question and to biochemically  

characterize the derived de novo motifs transient reporter-gene analyses were 

performed (Figure 17C). In agreement with statements discussed above, single-

base changes did not affect LXR binding and subsequent reporter gene activity 

(Figure 17C, sequence 1-4 and 11). Only major mutations with modifications in 

Figure 17: Motif analysis of LXRα peak sets. (A) Web logos of direct repeat separated by 4 

nucleotides (DR4) sequence motifs identified by de novo motif search with top 100 ChIP-

seq sequences for each peak set. Motifs with p-value < 10-7 were scanned for known motifs 

with Transfac database. (B) Distribution of shared peak set DR4 motif occurrences in all 

three LXRα peak sets. (C) Reporter-gene analysis of natural and synthetic LXREs were 

analyzed. The relative light unit (RLU) fold-change T0901317 vs. DMSO (n=3, mean± 

STDEV) is visualized. Significance was calculated by multiple comparison of consensus 

sharp peak set motif (6) and mutated consensus motifs. x indicates statistically significant, p 

< 0.05, n.s. indicates statistically not significant. 
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the LXRα half-site of the LXR:RXR element led to significantly decreased 

reporter gene activity (Figure 17C, sequence 12-14). Further, analysis of spacer 

region conservation at position 8 and 9 revealed, that mutations in this region had 

a strong impact on reporter gene expression. Already minor mutations of one 

nucleotide (Figure 17C, sequence 9, 10) changed significantly the reporter gene 

expression. So far, only one report on spacer region conservation described the de 

novo derived motif (125), which confirms above described observations. 

 

Another interesting characteristic feature of binding sites is its position within the 

genome. This analysis was performed for each individual peak set and revealed 

increased enrichments around promoters in T0901317-specific LXRα binding 

sites (Figure 18). All peaks enriched LXRα at coding exons. The shared peak set 

enriched LXRα binding sites in 2-3kb distance from promoters and surprisingly 

foam cell specific peaks were located more downstream of genes. 

Taken together these observations indicate a more pronounced shaping of 

transcriptional initiation by the synthetic ligand T0901317. Foam cell specific 

binding seems to be more indirect on distant sites with few other TFs and in less 

accessible chromatin environment.  

 

Figure 18: Genomic positions of LXRα peaks. Fold-change of LXRα peak distribution 

compared to genome composition is visualized for each differential peak set. From left to 

right: promoter ≤ 1kb, promoter 1-2 kb, promoter 2-3 kb, downstream ≤ 1kb, downstream 

1-2 kb, downstream 2-3 kb, 5’ UTR (untranslated region), 3’ UTR, coding exon, distal 

intergenic and intron. 
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3.3 Functional characterization of LXRα binding 

3.3.1 Gene expression profiles are mostly similar among cell models 

For biological interpretation of LXRα binding data it is imperative to integrate 

other data types into the analysis (194). Thus, whole genome gene expression and 

LXR knockdown analyses were performed in all investigated cellular models. 

 

In macrophages upon T0901317 treatment 332 differentially expressed genes 

were detected compared to ligand-free macrophages. In foam cells and T0901317 

treated foam cells 1144 and 1033 differentially expressed genes were detected, 

respectively (Figure 19A). Robustness of microarray data was controlled with 

qPCR (Figure S7). The biggest target gene overlap was between T0901317 

treated and untreated foam cells (68%). Similar observations were made with gene 

distance matrix (GDM) analysis of the complete gene expression data set of all 

cellular models investigated (Figure 19B). Independent from T0901317 treatment 

similar properties were observed between both macrophage models and 

Figure 19: Whole-genome gene expression analysis. (A) Visualized is the number of 

differentially expressed genes with a p-value < 0.05 in each model compared to ligand-free 

macrophages and their overlap. Total number of genes is the sum of all overlaps and model 

specific genes. (B) Shown is a distance matrix of all expressed genes for each cell model. 

Squares show the similarity in Euclidean space, ranging from the same properties (black) to 

completely different (red).  
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macrophages expression data for the gene sets in reactome pathway database. 

Gene sets from pathways with significant changes are presented in Figure 20A. 

As expected, all models showed the up- regulation of lipid metabolism pathway 

by the well-known nuclear receptor PPARα. Interestingly, this pathway and the 

formation of tubulin folding intermediates represented the only sets regulated 

similarly by all cell models. Whereas cholesterol biosynthesis and chemokine 

receptor processes were highly upregulated in T0901317 treated macrophages, 

both foam cell models showed significant downregulation. The opposite was true 

for amino acid transport relevant pathways. Notably, there was also the 

metabolism of lipids and lipoproteins pathway observed to be differentially 

regulated between foam cells and T0901317 treated foam cells. Whereas in foam 

cells this process was clearly downregulated, there was a T0901317 dependent 

upregulation of this gene set (Figure 20B).  

Further examination of genes comprised in this set revealed interesting differences 

in target gene regulation between foam cells and T0901317 treated foam cells. For 

example, the LPL gene, which encodes a triglyceride hydrolase and prevents from 

Figure 21: Effects on gene expression related to lipid and lipoprotein metabolism. 

Visualized are normalized enrichment scores for each gene in the analyzed gene set 

(calculated with compound-specific expression profiles by GSEA). Black bars are 

T0901317 treated foam cells, white bars are foam cells. 
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many disorders linked to lipoprotein metabolism (260–262), was downregulated 

in foam cells and upregulated upon T0901317 treatment (Figure 21). Another 

interesting example is the chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 9 

 

(CHD9). This, so far undiscovered LXRα target gene encodes a PPARα 

interacting complex protein, which acts as transcriptional co-activator and may 

also interact with LXRα. Similar as LPL, CDHC9 gene expression is upregulated 

upon T0901317 treatment in foam cells. To confirm LXR dependent regulation of 

differentially expressed target genes LXR knockdown analyses were performed. 

SiRNA-mediated knockdown achieved an efficiency of 75% for LXRα and 83% 

for LXRβ in macrophages. Foam cell knockdown was less efficient with 53% and 

43% for LXRα and LXRβ, respectively (Figure 22A). However, target genes of 

LXR, that showed a significant increase in protein expression upon T0901317 

treatment (Figure S8), were extensively downregulated in siRNA-mediated LXR 

knockdown macrophages and foam cells (Figure 22B and Figure S9). Genome-

wide expression analysis of LXR knockdown cell models revealed a big 

proportion of genes that were significantly dependent on LXR for their activation. 

Figure 22: LXR knockdown. (A) Knockdown efficiency of LXRα and LXRβ-subtype in 

macrophages and foam cells. The relative decrease in percent compared to negative siRNA 

(n=4, mean±SD). (B) Ligand dependent gene expression in macrophages and foam cells 

after siRNA-mediated LXR knockdown for central target genes LXRα, ABCA1, and APOE. 

Data is presented as relative expression vs. macrophage. (n=4, mean +SD. x P<0.05, xx 

P<0.01, xxx P<0.001 vs. neg. siRNA. 
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Further, many genes, especially in foam cells, were repressed by LXR (Figure 

S10). An example is the malic enzyme (ME1), which generates NADPH for fatty 

acid biosynthesis (263). ME1 gene was after siRNA-mediated LXR silencing 

around 50% more expressed compared to control cells with intact LXR 

expression. Totally, in T0901317 treated macrophages 85 (26% of differentially 

expressed genes) LXR sensitive genes were detected. In foam cells and T0901317 

treated foam cells there were 253 (22% of differentially expressed genes) and 305 

(30% of differentially expressed genes) LXR sensitive genes, respectively. 

3.3.2 High correlation of gene expression and LXRα binding 

In order to generate a robust and highly informative data set, LXRα binding data 

was correlated with gene expression data. The biggest proportion with 81% of 

LXRα peaks was located near genes (in ±200kb distance) and only 19% were in 

gene deserts with distances > 200kb to the next gene. The overlap of LXRα peaks 

with differentially expressed genes was 19%, thereof 8% with 186 highly 

significant LXR knockdown sensitive genes (stringent set, Figure 23A and 

Figure S11). To additionally expand the view to potential LXRα target genes not 

presented in the microarray data, promoter specific changes of important 

transcriptional initiation and elongation marks H3K4me3 and H4K20me1 (264) 

were determined at LXRα enriched sites. In combination with FAIRE-seq data for 

chromatin accessibility, correlation was observed with gene expression profiles 

(Figure 23B and Figure 23C, (239)). For prediction analyses, the mean signal 

fold-change of expression quintile 4 was used. With the addition of 492 predicted 

LXRα target genes the total correlation of LXRα binding sites with target genes 

was increased to 30% (Figure 23A). Upon correlation of the differential gene 

expression with LXRα peak enrichment a bimodal regulation pattern was 

observed in all cell models (Figure 23D). Expression levels, separated in 

quintiles, showed increased LXRα peak enrichment in quintiles -2 to 4 and 2 to 3. 

Notably, the expression quintile 4 was correlated with decreased peak 

enrichments in all cell models indicating a regulatory change at very high 

expression levels. In foam cells, the decrease of LXRα binding was already 

observed at expression quintile 3. Despite similar expression profiles among foam 

cells and T0901317 treated foam cells LXRα positioning seemed to be 
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differentially regulated as already observed at promoter site positioning and DR4 

occupancy.  

  

Taken together, 30% of peaks showed a correlation with target gene expression. 

In accordance with LXRα properties as gene-activator or repressor (265), 

increased LXRα binding was correlated with up- and downregulated genes in all 

cell models. This bimodal pattern was also observed in foam cells with less 

Figure 23: Functional annotation of LXRα binding peaks. (A) The left chart shows all 

peaks and the right chart shows the 30% of peaks, which were correlated with LXRα target 

genes. (B) Comparative H3K4me3, H4K20me1 ChIP-seq and FAIRE-seq enrichment 

heatmap for T0901317 treated macrophages ±5kb from transcription start site (TSS) center 

of differentially expressed genes. Relative gene expression vs. ligand free macrophages 

(DMSO) is separated in up- and down-regulated genes. (C) Visualized is the combined 

mean signal fold-change of FAIRE-seq, H3K4me3 and H4K20me-seq of treated cell models 

vs. ligand free macrophages. The mean signal ± 1.5kb of the target gene TSS is plotted 

against differentially expressed genes that were separated in ±4 quintiles for each cell 

model. *** P<0.001 for quintile 1 vs. quintile 4. (D) Correlation of gene expression fold-

change (quintiles) with normalized LXRα peak enrichment for all cell models. 

A B 

C D 
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pronounced binding properties, which could be largely induced by T0901317 

treatment. 

3.3.3 Main functions of LXRα in cholesterol metabolism and interaction with 

PPARα signaling pathway 

To decipher specific pathways enriched in the cell models the stringent set of 186 

LXR knockdown sensitive target genes with an associated LXRα binding site was 

 

analyzed with DAVID functional annotation clustering analysis (Table 1). 

Individual observation of investigated cell models revealed for T0901317 treated 

macrophages the fatty acid biosynthesis as most enriched bioprocess. Further, 

enrichment of BIOCARTA pathway nuclear receptors in lipid metabolism and 

toxicity was observed. This pathway was also enriched in T0901317 treated foam 

cells. In foam cells, the mainly enriched bioprocesses were organic acid 

biosynthesis and regulation of cholesterol storage. Interestingly, regulation of 

apoptosis was also observed as significantly enriched process. Fourteen genes 

associated with this process could be identified. This observation pointed towards 

cell death progression in the context of atherosclerotic plaque formation. On the 

contrary, T0901317 treatment of the foam cell did not significantly enrich disease-

DAVID functional annotation clustering analysis of gene ontology term bioprocess, Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) and Biocarta pathways for each cellular 

model. All genes were LXR knockdown sensitive with an associated LXRα binding site. 

Columns indicate the Category (Bioprocess, Kegg pathway and BIOCARTA), the terms, its 

count and percentage in the target gene list, as well as the P-value, fold enrichment (FE) and 

false discovery rate (FDR). 

Table 1: Functional analysis of LXRα target genes.  
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3.3.4 LXRα binding sites are linked with disease associated SNPs  

In order to understand LXRα impact on metabolic disorders and other diseases, a 

search for significant disease relevant SNPs in proximity to LXRα binding sites 

was performed. Many GWAS associated successfully a number of SNPs and 

genomic loci to common diseases (266). However, these studies often lack a 

functional explanation of causal mechanisms.  

 

In this analysis, particular importance was attached on LXRα binding sites being 

located within LD of the SNPs. Further, reported genes from the GWAS had to 

match differentially expressed and LXR knockdown sensitive genes in the cell 

models. By this analysis, it was found that LXRα target genes had central impact 

Columns indicate the general category, associated diseases or terms, and the SNP ID. The P-

value indicates the degree of certainty of disease association of the SNP. Next column 

depicts the reported and potentially disease relevant genes in proximity to the associated 

SNP.  The last column shows the distance between LXRα binding sites and SNPs within the 

LD block, presented in kilobases (kb). 

Table 2: Correlation of LXRα binding data with GWAS 
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and rheumatoid arthritis, APOC1 and ARHGEF3, respectively. Whereas the 

T0901317 macrophage slightly induced these genes, the foam cell decreased their 

expression.  

The most significant association between disease related loci, SNP and LXRα 

binding site was found with SNP rs4420638 and linked in meta-analyses to C-

reactive protein with a p-value of 9-139 and LDL cholesterol with a p-value of 1-60, 

respectively. This SNP is located close to the transcription termination site of 

APOC1 and is encircled by two LXRα binding sites that are in 5.7 kb and 6.5 kb 

distance (Figure 25A). LXRα binding at this locus is T0901317 specific (Figure 

15B and Figure 25A). In the foam cell, LXRα was not as efficiently recruited to 

this locus compared to the recruitment upon T0901317 ligand stimulus. APOC1 is 

located within a cluster of genes that are important in plasma lipid metabolism 

(APOE, APOC4 and APOC2 (19)). Further, this locus is also surrounded by genes 

(BCL3, RELB, PVRL2) that are involved in biological process such as 

inflammation, immunity, differentiation, cell growth, tumor genesis and apoptosis 

(first two via NF-kappa-B signaling, (269–271)). Consistently, an improved gene 

expression profile was also observed for the extended APOE/C1/C4/C2 cluster 

(Figure 25B). T0901317 treated macrophages and foam cells showed an 

upregulation of APOC1, APOC2 (both LXR knockdown sensitive) and APOC4 

compared to foam cells. Inflammation and immunity relevant genes were mostly 

downregulated upon T0901317 treatment.  

3.4 Network analyses  

3.4.1 LXRα controls a network of responses to activating ligands 

Transcriptional network analysis was performed to further investigate the global 

impact of the LXRα locus on APOE/C1/C4/C2 gene cluster and thereby on lipid 

metabolism and immunity. For a broader metabolic context well-known LXRα 

target genes were included and with the STRING database a network with 

differential expression data of the foam cell generated (Figure 26). This network 

illustrated the tight relationship between transcriptional regulators and target 

genes influenced directly (LXRα binding site) or indirectly by LXRα activation. 
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CCAAT-enhancer-binding proteins CEBPB and CEBPG or NFƙB1 were 

detected. This global view on transcriptional interaction underlined once more the 

broad impact of LXRα activation and its effects, which were either initiated 

 

directly, through networked genes, or via other TFs on various metabolic 

processes. In accordance with previous observations molecular functions, such as 

lipid metabolism, inflammation and cell death (147, 272, 273) were annotated 

with ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA). Especially the apoptotic function of these 

cells, which was already shown in Table 1, is of central importance in 

atherogenesis. Apoptosis and necrosis of macrophages leads to necrotic core 

development and subsequently progresses malign thrombus formation (40). The 

atheroprotective potential was investigated in foam cells upon T0901317 

treatment. Therefore, differentially expressed genes were selected in T0901317 

Figure 27: Effects of LXRα modulation with synthetic ligand T0901317 in foam cells. (A) 

LXRα target gene network in foam cells. Differential expression of LXR knockdown 

sensitive genes in foam cells vs. macrophages. Target genes in lipid metabolism, 

inflammation and apoptosis are emphasized. Network data are from FANTOM and 

STRING network. Bold circles represent genes with an enriched LXRα binding site close 

by. (B) T0901317 specific LXRα target genes in foam cells associated with LXRα binding. 

Differential expression of LXR knockdown sensitive genes in T0901317 foam cells vs. 

foam cells. Connecting lines represent LXR knockdown validated interaction with LXRα. 

The top associated network functions assigned by IPA show carbohydrate metabolism, 

molecular transport and lipid metabolism. Red circles display upregulated genes; blue 

circles display downregulated genes.  

A B 
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treated foam cells and compared to untreated, diseased foam cells. For increased 

stringency, only genes that were LXR knockdown sensitive with an LXRα 

binding site in this model were considered. In total 38 genes were obtained, 25 

genes up- and 13 downregulated that met all criteria set in this analysis (Figure 

19B). Thirty-two genes were not previously described as LXRα target genes and 

were subsumed as novel LXRα target genes (Table S6). For functional 

classification all 38 genes were subjected to IPA and displayed as top enriched 

 

molecular functions carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport and lipid 

metabolism. Notably, it was not possible to reduce the derived gene set of 38 

genes to only one metabolic function. As we already observed in Figure 26, there 

is a tight cross-relationship between different metabolic and immunological 

processes. One gene could be associated to multiple functions. In addition, this 

analysis revealed 32 out of 38 genes that have not been associated to LXRα so far. 

Figure 28: IPA top network for T0901317 treatment specific genes in foam cells. (A) 

Network is associated with functions in carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport and 

lipid metabolism. Differential gene expression of knockdown sensitive LXRα target genes 

upon T0901317 treatment in foam cells vs. foam cells. Red: significantly upregulated genes; 

blue: significantly downregulated genes. Not significantly regulated gene expression of 

central proteins is visualized in white. Bold circles represent an enriched LXRα binding site 

near the gene. (B) Tag alignment tracks of LXRα ChIP-seq and IgG control of MYLIP, 

SCD, GBP2 and PIAS4 loci of all cell models. Peak regions are indicated as black arrows 

under tracks. 

A 

B 
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Therefore, functional classification of the derived gene set was a challenging task. 

However, in the most enriched network from IPA 14 genes from the gene set were 

functionally classified and associated with above mentioned network functions, 

such as carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport and lipid metabolism 

(Figure 28A). LXRα activated directly its own expression and mostly upregulated 

several other target genes in this network. Examples of upregulated and directly 

connected LXRα target genes are the well known SCD (275)), which encodes a 

key enzyme in fatty acid metabolism and MYLIP (155). The striking enrichment 

of LXRα binding upon T0901317 treatment supports its significant upregulation 

upon T0901317 treatment in the foam cell (Figure 28B). 

3.4.3 Novel LXRα target genes with atheroprotective potential in LXR/RXR 

activation pathway 

The LXR/RXR activation pathway was discovered as the top enriched canonical 

pathway with a p-value of 1.65-3 in IPA analysis. To gain more insight in the 

involvement of the novel LXRα target genes with atheroprotective potential in 

classical LXR/RXR activation pathway an overlap analysis was performed 

(Figure 29). As described above, two genes with known direct interaction with 

LXRα, namely SCD and MYLIP were found. Further, 10 genes that were 

implicated in LXR/RXR activation via other, networked genes were discovered. 

The major part of interactions was observed with NFκB complex and TNFA 

signaling. Underlying overlap data was derived from the Ingenuity Knowledge 

Base, which relies on experimentally observed and published data. However, in 

this study all 38 genes were detected as direct LXRα targets with 32 novel, so far 

not LXRα-associated genes. Thus, it can be concluded that there is a strong bond 

between LXRα, NFκB and TNFA signaling. Further, for several overlapping 

genes disease associations were found, which were also previously described for 

LXRα. For example, arresten (COL4A1, collagen chain of basement membranes, 

(276)) and chemokine orphan receptor 1 (CXCR7, member of the G-protein 

coupled receptor family, (277)) were associated with cardiovascular disease (IPA 

top disorder, p-value 1.07-3). Both genes were significantly upregulated after 

T0901317 treatment in foam cells. The highest upregulated gene in this analysis 

(~6 fold) was interferon-induced guanylate-binding protein 2 (GBP2, Figure 

28B). This GTPase has not been previously linked to LXRα but was associated 
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with diseases such as psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis and experimentally induced 

diabetes (278–280). One of the highest downregulated (~2 fold) genes in this 

analysis was protein inhibitor of activated STAT 4 (PIAS4, Figure 28B). This 

transcriptional co-regulator interacts with the NFκB complex and plays a crucial 

role in various cellular pathways, including gene silencing (281).  

 

Taken together, numerous so far unknown LXRα target genes were detected. 

They contribute to an athero-protective network, associated with functions such as 

carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport and lipid metabolism. These new 

genes are of important value in transcriptional regulation of cellular 

atherosclerosis processes and ligand-specific activation of LXRα. 

 

 

 

Figure 29: LXR/RXR activation pathway with direct involvement of T0901317 specific 

LXRα target genes from associated IPA network in foam cells. The differential gene 

expression of knockdown sensitive LXRα target genes upon T0901317 treatment in foam 

cells vs. foam cells. Red are significantly upregulated genes; blue are significantly 

downregulated genes. Unregulated gene expression of central proteins is displayed in white. 

Bold circles represent an enriched LXRα binding site near the gene.  
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3.5 STLX4 - A new LXRα ligand  

3.5.1 Chemically optimized stilbenoid activates LXRα  

In order to find promising new and selective LXRα agonists, a natural compound 

library (207) was screened for high affinity binders. The discovered structure with 

the stilbenoid 

backbone (ST, Figure 

30A) showed a 

promising LXRα 

binding and activation 

profile (Table 3). This 

structure was further 

optimized by chemical 

modification and 

addition of an epoxide 

(STLX4, Figure 30B). 

The new ligand STLX4 

displayed in reporter gene assays low nanomolar effective concentration (EC50: 35 

nM) with an activation efficiency of 6% (vs. T0901317), which is comparable 

with the activation potency of the natural LXR ligand 22-R-Hydroxycholesterol 

(4% vs. T0901317, Table 3). Additionally, STLX4 showed in reporter gene 

assays characteristic specificity for the LXRα subtype that was not observed for 

the synthetic LXR ligand T0901317 (Figure S12). LXRα and LXRβ knockdown  

 

Transcriptional activation of LXRα by T0901317 (T09), 22-R-Hydroxycholesterol, ST or 

STLX4. Visualized is the EC50 and the efficacy compared to T09. Data are expressed as 

mean±SD (n=3). 

Table 3: LXRα reporter gene assays 

Figure 30: New LXRα ligands with stilbenoid backbone. 

(A) Structure of ST and IUPAC name. (B) Structure of the 

chemically modified stilbenoid, STLX4 and its IUPAC 

name. 

A B 
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analyses confirmed the observed LXRα specificity of STLX4 (Figure 31). 

Whereas the absence of both, LXRα and LXRβ influenced T0901317 dependent 

target gene expression (ABCA1 and LXRα), for STLX4 a clear tendency towards 

higher LXRα specificity was observed. 

 

3.5.2 STLX4 targets specifically foam cells 

As STLX4 was not cytotoxic up to 50 µM (Figure S13) it was further 

investigated for its potential as LXRα ligand in THP1-derived macrophages and 

foam cells. Therefore, central target genes of LXRα (namely LXRα, SREBF1, 

ABCA1, and APOE, Figure 32A) were tested by qPCR upon activation with either 

STLX4 or T0901317. Surprisingly, in foam cells but not in macrophages, STLX4 

treatment induced central target gene expression with comparable potency as the 

synthetic LXR ligand T0901317. Genome-wide gene expression analysis was 

consistent with qPCR data (Figure S14) and showed clearly for STLX4 a foam 

cell specific activation of genes involved in lipid metabolism (Figure 32 B). 

Mechanistic analysis of STLX4 binding with a competitive reporter-gene assay 

(fixed concentration of T0901317 and increasing levels of STLX4) revealed an 

additive effect on reporter-gene activation (Figure S15A). This observation was 

Figure 31: LXRα-subtype specifity of STLX4. Single and combined LXRα/β knockdown 

influence on gene expression of LXRα, LXRβ and ABCA1.  (A) T0901317 (T09) ligand 

effects in foam cells. (B) STLX4 ligand effects in foam cells. (mean±SEM, n=4, fold-

change vs. DMSO, logarithmised). * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001 vs. negative siRNA. 

A B 
STLX4 ligand effects T09 ligand effects 
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also confirmed in an additive target gene expression of ABCA1 in macrophages 

(Figure S15B). These observations indicate a conditional activation potency of 

STLX4 only in combination with other LXR ligands or in presence of sufficient 

oxLDL as observed in diseased foam cells.  

 

3.5.3 STLX4 decreases cholesterol without undesired triglyceride increase  

Consistent with the comparable potency of STLX4 and T0901317 to activate 

genes involved in lipid metabolism, physiological tests displayed also a 

significant reduction of total and esterified cholesterol content only in foam cells 

(Figure 33A, Figure S16). Interestingly, physiological analysis of triglyceride 

Figure 32: STLX4 targets specifically oxysterol-loaded foam cells. (A) Selected target 

gene expression of LXRα, SREBF1, ABCA1 and APOE in THP1 macrophages and foam 

cells after treatment with T0901317 (T09, 10µM) or STLX4 (10µM). Data are expressed as 

mean ±SEM (n=4). *** P<0.001 vs. DMSO; n.s., not significant. (B) Genome-wide gene 

expression and subsequent gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of macrophages and foam 

cells after treatment with T09 (10µM) or STLX4 (10µM). Regulation of lipid-derived 

Reactome and KEGG pathways is shown. 

A 

B 
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levels revealed a striking difference between T0901317 and STLX4 treatments 

(Figure 33B). While T0901317 treatment highly induced the undesired 

triglyceride content in foam cells, it stayed unchanged upon STLX4 treatment. It 

was also noted in the genome-wide gene expression analysis that the 

triacylglyceride biosynthesis process was transcriptionally induced by T0901317 

treatment and stayed not regulated or slightly down regulated by STLX4 

treatment in foam cells (Figure 32B). Notably, this different regulation of 

triglyceride levels is not based on SREBF1, the common marker gene for 

lipogenesis. Thus, the observed differences in expression (Figure 32A) indicate 

another triglyceride regulation mechanism. Further studies are needed to 

investigate the underlying effects on this functional pathway.  

 

In summary, the LXRα agonist STLX4 is a molecule with high potential to 

decrease excess cholesterol in foam cells without adverse increase in triglycerides.

Figure 33: Physiological analyses of STLX4 treatment confirm unique STLX4 properties in 

foam cells. (A) Cholesterol content in foam cells after treatment for 48h with DMSO 

(0.1%), T0901317 (10µM) or STLX4 (10µM). Data are expressed as mean ±SEM (n=5-6). 

(B) Triglyceride content in foam cells after treatment for 48h with DMSO (0.1%), 

T0901317 (T09, 10µM) or STLX4 (10µM). * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001 vs. DMSO; 

n.s., not significant 
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4. Discussion 

The NR LXRα plays a pivotal role in macrophage cholesterol homeostasis and 

inflammatory response. Ligand-dependent LXRα activation has been shown to 

efficiently induce anti-atherosclerotic gene expression profiles (146, 251, 282). 

Despite intensive studies, comprehensive understanding of LXRα mechanisms 

and the associated molecular pathways of cell metabolism involved in 

atherogenesis remains elusive. With the recent advent and progress of genome-

wide studies it is now possible to perform such comprehensive analyses to 

understand the complex molecular networks that underlie cell physiology and 

common diseases (283).  

The present study reports for the first time of the genome-wide investigation of 

LXRα ligand-dependent networks of transcriptional regulation and 

pharmacological intervention in macrophages and foam cells. Moreover, this 

study introduces a novel, LXRα subtype specific ligand that particularly targets 

diseased foam cells. 

4.1 Significance of data 

The focus of this study was on LXRα-dependent gene networks modulated by 

either natural ligands or pharmacological intervention including new molecules 

rather than on individual target genes, as often analyzed in conventional molecular 

biological studies. Therefore, multiple datasets were integrated. To obtain 

significant biological information on interconnected molecular pathways in cell 

metabolism it was essential to validate each data set thoroughly and in-depth. This 

procedure included validating control experiments, replicates and stringent 

cutoffs. The applied ChIP-seq technique is a still evolving method and the 

strength of the derived signals is a continuum with more weak- than strong 

binding sites. Consequently, for the composition of the final peak list it is of 

upmost importance to set specific parameter settings and stringent thresholds in 

order to exclude a high proportion of false positives (199). 

ChIP-seq data was carefully filtered and comprised only LXRα loci that showed 

significant effects on gene expression and were at the same time sensitive to LXR 
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knockdown (Figure S11). Moreover, the data set was strengthened through 

comparative ChIP-seq analysis and combination with histone occupancy and 

publicly available data of TFBS.  

The analyzed THP1 cell line is a widely used model for human foam cell 

development (250) and showed similar effects on LXRα binding patterns and 

gene expression as primary macrophages (PBM). The performed comprehensive 

analysis was only possible with the standardized THP1 cell line as lipids from 

donor blood interfered with the analysis in PBM-derived cells (Figure 14). 

Additionally, human macrophages were advantageous over mouse macrophages 

for LXRα research in atherosclerosis. One of the central features of human LXRα 

is its autoregulatory loop activation which is absent in mouse macrophages (145). 

This feedback loop provides a mechanism to amplify the ligand stimulus and 

thereby promotes cholesterol efflux attenuating foam cell formation (144). 

Differences between mice and humans indicate that LXRα activation in human 

cells is regulated differently from other species.  

4.2 LXRα cistrome 

4.2.1 Ligand requirement for LXRα binding 

In contrast to the classic model of LXRα transactivation, this study revealed a 

strong ligand requirement for all binding sites in macrophages and foam cells. 

Recent genome-wide studies already challenged the classic model and introduced 

new concepts of alternative activation modes (124–126, 131). Boergesen and 

colleagues observed an unexpected ligand requirement for the majority of 

detected binding sites (126). In absence of a ligand chromatin has a more closed 

structure and is less accessible for LXRα binding. Upon ligand activation LXRα 

in conjunction with co-regulators such as GPS2, and chromatin modifiers (e.g. 

histone demethylase) binds DNA (132), preferably in so-called hotspots of TF 

binding (125). Consequently, LXR recruitment leads to a more accessible 

chromatin environment and to the activation of target genes (126).  

In contrast to recent genome-wide LXR studies (125, 126), the present study 

could not confirm significant basal binding of LXRα. Absence of basal binding 

was also attested by ChIP-qPCR analyses (Figure 13) and is in accordance with 
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the overall low LXRα protein level in ligand-free macrophages (Figure 10A). For 

example the widely tested LXRα target genes ABCA1 and ABCG1 were 

investigated for LXRα occupancy by ChIP-seq and ChIP-qPCR (Figure 13). The 

two cholesterol transporter ABCA1 and ABCG1 are highly induced LXRα target 

genes and play a central role in the anti-atherogenic effects of LXR ligands (284). 

Notably, these genes were associated with multiple and, in part, novel LXRα 

binding sites, which support their importance in metabolism and indicate a 

balancing mechanism for gene expression levels (Figure S3). As expected, these 

loci were also clearly increasingly occupied by LXRα upon T0901317 treatment. 

In absence of a ligand there was only sparse LXRα binding, which was mostly in 

the range of negative control binding sites.  

Deviating outcomes of this study when compared to previous studies on LXR 

binding could be explained by setting of more stringent cutoffs and filtering 

criteria. Endpoint ChIP-PCR analyses, as applied by Jakobsson et al. 2010 (132) 

may lead to different results in terms of accurate relative quantification compared 

to ChIP-qPCR using real-time detection. Furthermore, the subtype specificity of 

the LXR antibody is a crucial factor for reliable data interpretation. It is important 

to mention that - although ChIP-seq is a powerful genome-wide screening 

technology - comparative analyses between different experiments remain very 

challenging (200). As exemplified by Bardet et al. 2012 (218), differences in 

sequencing depth and lane-to-lane variation can lead to very different peak sets 

and thus different biological interpretation of data.  

The NR LXRα is a highly flexible and sensitive sensor for diverse metabolites and 

reacts quickly to pharmacological intervention in the human body. Thus, for an 

instant response to changing environment it is crucial for DNA binding and 

positioning to remain elastic. For many NRs the occupancy time at the DNA is in 

the range of microseconds (119). From observed results it can be assumed that 

LXRα, in the ligand-free state, constantly samples DNA without being engaged in 

stable interactions. Its low abundance in absence of ligands aggravates significant 

enrichment at potential target sites. Upon ligand activation, conformational 

changes may direct LXRα to engage at high affinity and high accessibility sites in 

a more stable interaction where it can interact with other TFs. Higher affinity of 

NR-DNA binding mostly correlates with stronger transcriptional activity. 
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Consequently, the protein level of LXRα is increased through the autoregulatory 

function and significant enrichment at specific LXRα-target sites can be observed. 

4.2.2 Different peak patterns between T0901317 and foam cell-specific loci  

Comparative ChIP-seq analysis revealed increased flexibility of LXRα binding 

upon activation via a synthetic or natural ligand. Shared and differential binding 

of LXRα to genomic loci was observed in macrophages and foam cells as 

response to different stimuli (Figure 15). Dependent on the individual 

requirements of the macrophage or the foam cell, LXRα seemed to bind with 

varying affinity to individual target gene sites. Stimulus by synthetic ligand 

T0901317 appeared to enrich LXRα at target sites stronger than the naturally 

occurring oxysterol ligands from oxLDL treatment of foam cells. Surprisingly, 

45% of binding sites were common among different treatments indicating that - 

despite biological transformation from macrophage to foam cell - LXRα function 

remains established for many genes.  

The T0901317 specific peak set and the shared peak set were comprised of genes 

known to be involved in cholesterol and fatty acid metabolism as well as defense 

response (Table S4). Notably, the foam cell-specific peak set was enriched with 

genes encoding bioprocesses including ras protein signal transduction. Ras is a 

membrane associated protein that is normally activated by extracellular signals 

and affects many cellular functions including cell proliferation, differentiation as 

well as apoptosis (285). It has been proposed that Ras can also be directly 

activated by reactive free radicals and cellular redox stress (286, 287), which is in 

accordance with the diseased, oxLDL loaded foam cell model. 

The different peak patterns between the shared, T0901317-specific and foam cell-

specific peak sets are of particular interest to uncover the differential 

transcriptional regulation of involved genes by LXRα. Remarkably, the foam cell 

specific binding sites were less pronounced enriched, showed decreased 

chromatin accessibility (Figure 15) and were less enriched with co-occurring 

TFBS (Figure 16), which indicates that LXRα bound less tight or indirect via 

other TFs to these genomic sites. Especially, the trans-repressive function of 

LXRα can involve long-range cis-interactions or tethering of LXRα to other 
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factors (288). Moreover, weak enrichment may also indicate a pioneering function 

of LXRα at these sites as only few other TFBS were co-localized. 

An interesting and novel LXRα target gene PARP1, identified from the foam cell-

specific peak set (Figure 15D), represents an enzyme that is known to be involved 

in DNA damage repair. This function is in contrast to the mostly lipid and 

inflammation relevant target genes of shared and T0901317-specific peak sets. 

Notably, a recent study postulated that PARP1 inhibitors can act against 

pathologies such as diabetes, stroke and cardiovascular diseases (289). Inhibition 

of PARP1 leads in particular in brown adipose tissue and skeletal muscle to 

enhanced mitochondrial metabolism via activation of the histone deacetylase 

SIRT1, which culminated in protection against metabolic diseases (61). As 

observed in diseased foam cells, increased levels of oxysterols triggered LXRα 

binding at this locus, whereas T0901317 therapy prevented LXRα from binding to 

PARP1 locus. This finding could point towards a so far unexplored role of LXRα 

in counteracting metabolically undesired effects of foam cells.  

4.2.3 Motif requirement and positioning of LXRα 

As an evolutionary rather new nuclear receptor, LXRα showed comparably poor 

defined sequence-specificity in this study. LXRα motif analyses showed that 

single base changes of the derived motif did not alter reporter gene activity. 

Notably, mutations of the spacer region decreased LXRα binding affinity 

indicating a potential stereo-chemical role of the spacer region for LXRα binding, 

which has not been considered relevant so far. However, binding specificity in the 

chromatin context is far different from in vitro assays. In this study, only 15% of 

ChIP-seq derived binding sites occupied the DR4 motif. Especially in the case of 

foam cell-specific binding sites almost only DR4 motif independent and relatively 

promoter distant binding patterns were detected (Figure 17, Figure 18). Genome-

wide ChIP-seq studies pointed towards much more promiscuous NR-binding to 

DNA sequences than expected from consensus motif studies (126). In recently 

published LXR ChIP-seq studies, only 6.3% -8% of peaks contained a DR4-type 

RE (124–126). A large number of NR-binding sites in these studies had no 

resemblance to a specific NR-RE (124–126). There are several mechanisms that 

could explain specific recruitment in absence of a motif, including stabilizing 

interactions with other TFs (126), via looping, ‘piggyback’ binding or assisted 
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binding through specifically modified histones with an open chromatin 

environment (114). It could be shown e.g. for the glucocorticoid receptor (GR), 

that chromatin accessibility predetermines its binding to DNA (127). Consistently, 

increased chromatin accessibility and an enrichment of co-localized TFs could be 

observed for the shared and T0901317 specific peak sets (Figure 15A, Figure 

16). The less pronounced openness of the foam cell-specific peak set could be due 

to indirect binding of LXRα to the genome, pointing towards a regulatory function 

as distant enhancer or repressor of gene expression.  

One further aspect supporting this hypothesis is the relative genomic position of 

foam cell-specific LXRα peaks. In contrast to the observed promoter site 

enrichment of T0901317-specific and shared peak set, the foam cell-specific set 

was enriched downstream of genes. Thus, it can be assumed that in foam cells, 

LXRα acts as long-range enhancer or repressor rather than a classic promoter-

associated TF. 

In general, the synthetic ligand T0901317 seems to have the potential for 

pronounced sharpening of LXRα genome-binding patterns. Foam cell-specific 

binding is less pronounced and might hint to trans-repressive mechanisms of 

LXRα in foam cells or a pioneering function of LXRα at distant enhancer regions. 

However, for comprehensive understanding of all observed effects, further studies 

are needed. 

4.3 LXRα transcriptome 

4.3.1 Cell type dominates gene expression 

The gene expression profiles between foam cells and T0901317 treated foam cells 

as well as macrophages and T0901317 treated macrophages were mostly 

comparable (Figure 19B). In contrast to LXRα binding, where the T0901317 

stimulus was pre-determining, in gene expression the transformation process from 

macrophage to foam cell dominated the profiles. The applied GSEA method to 

decipher functional pathways, proved advantageous to relate the treatment effects 

to a broader physiological context (236). In contrast, single gene analyses are 

more limited and often show only small expression level changes that accumulate 

merely for a specific pathway. The chosen GSEA method revealed an interesting 
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upregulation of lipid and lipoprotein metabolism upon T090137 treatment in foam 

cells (Figure 20), which could explain some of the described anti-atherogenic 

properties of T0901317 (186).  

4.3.2 Tight interaction of LXRα and PPARα regulated pathways 

Transcriptional regulation is a complex process that mostly involves the tight 

interplay of several TFs (126, 223). The functional annotation of the derived data 

set revealed an interesting involvement of LXRα in the PPARα signaling 

pathway. Induction of LXR by PPAR members is well described (288). However, 

apart from the expected up regulation of the lipid metabolism pathway via PPARα 

(Figure 20A) the present study revealed an LXRα-dependent regulation of two 

major co-regulators of PPARα, CITED2 and PRIC 285 (Figure 24). Boergesen et 

al. 2012 recently reported a tight crosstalk between PPARα and LXR in mouse 

liver (126). PPARα and LXR seem to share a substantial proportion of common 

binding sites. In the macrophage 16.5% of discovered LXR peaks shared a 

binding site with PPARγ (125). In line with these studies, it can be concluded that 

LXRα also influences PPARα target genes and that there is a tight crosstalk 

between these two NRs. 

4.4 Data integration 

To fully address complex biological mechanisms it is important to apply system-

based strategies that integrate numerous genomic, molecular and physiological 

data (38). To get a very stringent data set for subsequent network studies, 

integrative data analysis was applied. A highly confident set of LXRα target genes 

was generated by the integration of ChIP-seq and gene expression profiles. An 

additional layer of information was derived by correlation with histone ChIP-seq 

data, FAIRE-seq data and publicly available data of TFBS. Greatly enriched 

FAIRE regions can be identified near known regulatory active transcription start 

sites (291). FAIRE-seq derived chromatin landscapes at LXRα binding sites 

confirmed chromatin accessibility as highly correlated with transcriptional 

regulation of target genes. Combination of promoter specific changes of 

H3K4me3, H4K20me1 and chromatin accessibility at potential target genes, 

determined by FAIRE-seq, were supportive and predictive for gene expression 

regulation (239) (Figure 23). In total, 30% of LXRα binding sites could be 
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directly correlated with target gene expression. This rate is in range with similar 

reports comparing ChIP-seq and microarray data (125, 292).  

4.4.1 Disease-associated genetic variation data  

Several groups have previously reported on potential correlations between LXR 

and diseases including diabetes and obesity. However, to date, the data are 

conflicting and mechanistic links between SNPs and human (patho-) physiology 

remain to be established (293). To gain deeper understanding on potential links 

between LXRα target genes and different diseases, GWAS information were 

combined with the derived LXRα binding and expression data sets. 

The applied analysis confirmed already known as well as identified novel LXRα 

target genes with central impact on pathological processes concerning metabolism 

and inflammation (Table 2). The most significant association was identified 

between a SNP located close to APOC1 gene and disease terms LDL cholesterol 

and C-reactive protein. The APOC1 gene was flanked by two T0901317-specific 

LXRα binding sites that were almost completely absent in foam cells (Figure 

25A). In accordance with the presented data, LXR has been shown to induce 

activation of multi-enhancer regions ME.1 and ME.2 which presumably drive the 

expression of the whole APOE/C1/C2/C4 gene cluster (20, 255, 256). Apart from 

gene induction relevant for lipid metabolism, adjacent, inflammation and 

apoptosis relevant genes were also shown to be regulated by LXRα upon 

T0901317 treatment (Figure 25). This interplay is supported by a recent large-

scale association study that reported on a significant crosstalk between lipid 

metabolism and inflammation pathways (294).  

The identified strong association suggests that ligand-induced specific LXRα 

binding at this locus is significant for establishing a key network of genes that 

contribute to the reversal of cholesterol efflux and attenuation of inflammation 

processes in foam cells, which ultimately helps to prevent atherogenesis. 

4.5 Network analyses  

It has been stated that biological function emerges from complex interaction 

networks of genes rather than from single gene analyses (295). The network 

concept was successfully applied in multiple studies (205, 206, 294) and was 
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therefore chosen for the present research work. Herein, it was essential to analyze 

the generated large-scale genomic data and to establish molecular networks based 

on DNA, RNA and protein interactions to elucidate gene regulatory networks, 

molecular pathways and their interplay in healthy and diseased states. 

4.5.1 Gene networks in foam cells vs. T0901317 treated foam cells 

The athero-protective potential of LXRα ligands was analyzed by direct 

comparison of the foam cell-specific gene network with the T0901317-modulated 

network in foam cells. The transformation of macrophage to foam cell triggered 

the expression of multiple genes that were directly or indirectly connected with 

LXRα (Figure 27A). Among the identified genes, there were multiple TFs, 

including CEBPs and NFƙB, known to be important in the regulation of several 

pathways such as inflammatory responses (296, 297) and apoptosis (298). This 

network illustrated nicely the complexity of LXRα triggered gene regulatory 

process. Activated TFs were shown to be connected to a vast number of 

differentially expressed genes. The derived network represented several levels of 

transcriptional control including intracellular signaling pathways of LXRα, 

recruited co-factors and other TFs that are potentially required for the maximal 

expression or repression of downstream genes. Therefore, each node of the 

network could be in principle a critical component of LXRα transcriptional 

program. Through intense crosstalk of various factors different cascades of genes 

could be regulated and thereby finally define the cellular response to foam cell 

transformation or pharmacological intervention with T0901317.  

IPA analysis of the foam cell network annotated molecular functions to analyzed 

genes including lipid metabolism, inflammation and cell death. These functions 

were also previously described to be influenced by LXRα (147, 272, 273). 

Notably, the apoptotic function of these cells is in accordance with the diseased 

foam cell model. Excessive apoptosis is thought to promote atherosclerosis. 

OxLDL can trigger ER-stress and subsequently activate proteins correlated to 

apoptosis and plaque vulnerability (103). Furthermore, defective anti-

inflammatory signaling can lead to ineffective efferocytosis and cause plaque 

necrosis (78). Remarkably, in the early stages of atherosclerosis, increased 
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apoptosis protects from atherosclerosis development presumably due to the 

removal of macrophages in the early plaque development (299). 

Differential analysis of LXRα ligand-dependent modulation of the diseased foam 

cell network revealed 38 genes vulnerable to T0901317 therapy (Figure 27B). 

Surprisingly, 32 of these genes were novel LXRα target genes, discovered in the 

present study (Table S6). Their novelty made functional classification and 

association with LXRα challenging. Despite lacking database-information on 

LXRα connection with most genes in this set, it was still possible with IPA to 

annotate and functionally classify 14 genes in network functions such as 

carbohydrate metabolism, molecular transport and lipid metabolism (Figure 

28A). All these processes have been previously described as associated with 

LXRα function (300), which confirms the significance of the new target genes and 

discloses new pharmacologically treatable gene networks with athero-protective 

potential. The derived 32 novel LXRα target genes should be further tested for 

their athero-beneficial potential and their impact on other metabolic diseases such 

as diabetes.  

Due to limitations in the IPA database, only a subset of 10 novel LXRα target 

genes could be further analyzed for their involvement in the LXR/RXR activation 

pathway (Figure 29). These 10 genes were indirectly connected to LXRα through 

networked genes, mainly via the NFƙB complex and TNFA. NFƙB is a protein 

complex that has a key role in regulating immune responses to infections. 

Additionally, NFƙB is involved in cellular responses to various stimuli including 

stress, free radicals and oxLDL (297, 301). Inhibition of the NFƙB pathway leads 

to decreased production of inflammatory cytokines such as IL6 and TNFA (79). It 

has been reported that LXR’s anti-inflammatory properties also comprise the 

inhibition of NFƙB-mediated signaling in macrophages (83, 139). In 

cardiomyocytes LXRs have been shown to suppress NFƙB-signaling and thereby 

reduce cardiac growth and inflammation (302). In the present study, no direct 

LXRα binding at the NFƙB locus could be observed. However, there is a clear 

relation between LXRα, NFƙB and TNFA signaling (Figure 29). Several novel 

LXRα target genes interact directly with the NFƙB-complex or indirectly via TLR 

and TNFA. An interesting example of highly suppressed LXRα target genes is 

PIAS4, an E3 SUMO-protein ligase, also known as protein inhibitor of activated 
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STAT protein 4. This transcriptional co-regulator interacts with the NFƙB 

complex and plays a crucial role in various cellular pathways with involvement in 

gene silencing (281). Further, PIAS4 has been shown to activate NFƙB in 

response to stress (303). Together, these observations could suggest suppression 

of PIAS4 as one of the upstream activator mechanisms of inflammatory response 

and represent an explanation for the anti-inflammatory effects of T0901317 in 

inflammatory foam cells.  

Notably, several novel LXRα target genes in network were also found to be 

associated with diseases that were previously linked to LXRα, including CVD and 

psoriasis. Thus, the novel LXRα target genes could be used to explain at least in 

part the implications of disease-associated genetic variation data. 

Taken together, integration of multiple datasets and identification of involved 

networks that comprehensively responded to pharmacological intervention 

provided a powerful approach in this study to investigate the complex biological 

foam cell system and its pharmacological modulation with the LXRα ligand 

T0901317.  

4.6 STLX4 - A novel disease specific LXRα ligand  

Development of selective LXR modulators without deleterious side effects is key 

to effectively combat atherosclerosis and CVD (183). One of the present study 

findings is the introduction of the novel LXR agonist STLX4. Screening a diverse 

natural compound library and subsequent optimization of the derived stilbenoid 

structure resulted in the identification of a foam cell-specific, anti-atherogenic 

LXRα ligand.  

4.6.1 STLX4 mode of action  

The performed analyses displayed that the unique conditional activation potential 

of STLX4 in diseased foam cells is highly dependent on a partner ligand (Figure 

S15). One of the explanations for this property could be allosteric binding of 

STLX4 to the LBD. Alternatively, STLX4 could recruit a changed set of 

transcriptional LXR co-factors in foam cells and thereby drive its specific actions. 

Notably, the amount of LXRα protein is due to its autoregulatory activation 

potential highly increased in foam cells compared to macrophages (145). This 
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could explain the lack of activation potential of STLX4 in macrophages. Further, 

STLX4 showed LXRα-subtype specificity. This could be connected with the 

predominant levels of LXRα-subtype compared to LXRβ in foam cells (Figure 

10, Table S1). Alpha-subtype specificity was further confirmed in reporter gene 

analysis and by trend in knockdown experiments (Figure 31, Figure S12).  

4.6.2 Physiological effects of STLX4 

In contrast to most LXR ligands, including T0901317 and GW3965 (190, 191), 

STLX4 decreased cellular content of total and esterified cholesterol without the 

undesirable increase in triglyceride levels (Figure 33). Interestingly, this effect 

was observed despite the detected up regulation of SREBF1 (Figure 32A), the 

central activator of lipogenesis. Hence, there must be a different regulatory 

mechanism for triglyceride metabolism upon STLX4 modulation. 

This new foam cell-specific LXRα ligand can be used as a tool compound for 

further investigation of mechanistic aspects of anti-atherogenic processes. 

Moreover, STLX4 is an interesting ligand for the analysis of ligand-dependent 

fine-tuning of LXRα-regulated gene expression via differential co-factor 

recruitment. Comprehensive analysis of STLX4-triggered networks of 

transcriptional regulation that shape gene expression patterns will further 

elucidate the complex interconnected molecular pathways in cell metabolism 

during atherogenesis. 

The specific anti-atherogenic spectrum of the STLX4 in foam cells makes it a 

promising LXRα ligand for further pharmaceutical development. Further chemical 

optimization and modification of the presented STLX4 lead structure may 

improve the presented effects and make the new ligand readily applicable for ex- 

and in vivo models to study gene regulation processes and resulting metabolic 

effects. Prior to in vivo models, testing of chemical stability and potential side 

effects including for example binding tests with NRs will be necessary. 

Additionally, the pharmaceutical properties of STLX4 should be assessed in 

standard test panels including absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion 

(ADME) prior to application in vivo.  
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Taken together, STLX4 is a potent compound that specifically activates only 

selected metabolic features of LXRα in diseased but not in normal macrophage 

cells. This compound provides new avenues for further mechanistic studies and 

future innovative treatment strategies of atherosclerosis and CVD. 

4.7 Conclusions and future perspectives 

The presented data describes an LXRα ligand-dependent network of 

transcriptional regulation, which can be modulated by small molecules that 

efficiently activate LXRα and shape gene expression patterns. The applied 

integrative analysis revealed a highly complex interplay between multiple 

regulatory levels. DNA binding of a NR can trigger multiple processes including 

activation or repression of several other factors or their recruitment to a specific 

site. It is obvious that LXRα cooperates with other factors and regulates broad 

networks via interaction with other TFs, including PPARα or NFƙB. Future 

studies should involve system-biological approaches and incorporate analysis of 

several associated TFs.  

Moreover, ligand-dependent differential interaction with transcriptional co-factors 

can easily lead to varying responses on the gene network level and thereby 

modulate the gene expression patterns (207). Hence, the generated integrative data 

set of the present study may provide a resource for developing further mechanistic 

LXR-studies to analyze ligand-dependent fine-tuning of gene expression via 

differential co-factor recruitment. Such studies could be performed with a panel of 

alternative small molecule activators of LXR such as GW3965 (304) or the new 

foam cell-specific LXRα ligand STLX4.  

Quantitative LXRα binding studies could as well be applied on clinical samples of 

diseased patients. Such studies will have the potential to explain the functional 

impact of genetic variation in a certain locus for cardiovascular or other diseases. 

Future studies will certainly benefit from an additional layer of complementary 

information by integration of gene, protein or metabolic networks (305, 306). 

Such analyses will potentially provide an even more comprehensive 

understanding of interconnected molecular pathways in atherosclerosis and reveal 

optimized treatment strategies for CVD. 
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5. Summary 

Atherosclerosis is the leading cause of cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and an 

enormous health burden. The ligand dependent nuclear receptor liver X receptor 

alpha (LXRα) is an important target for anti-atherosclerotic compounds due to its 

essential role in the adaptation of macrophages to lipid overload. Unfortunately, 

treatment with currently investigated LXRα modulating ligands is associated with 

deleterious side effects such as hypertriglyceridemia. Thus, it is of fundamental 

interest to investigate LXRα contribution to gene regulatory networks in 

macrophages, atherosclerotic foam cells and changes upon modulation with 

known anti-atherosclerotic LXRα ligands as well as the discovery of novel, 

selective LXRα modulators. Applying a highly integrative approach, global LXRα 

cistrome, epigenome and transcriptome data in macrophages, foam cells and with 

LXRα ligand T0901317 treated cell models were generated. Subsequent network 

analyses revealed that LXRα regulates broad networks via interaction with other 

factors, including PPARα and NFƙB. The diseased foam cell network could be 

successfully modulated by pharmacological intervention with T0901317 resulting 

in the discovery of 32 novel LXRα target genes with potential athero-beneficial 

effects, which in part explained the implications of disease-associated genetic 

variation data. The identified networks provide a powerful platform to investigate 

the complex biological foam cell system and will in future help to find new 

avenues for treating systematically atherosclerosis and related diseases. 

Additionally, the presented work debuts a novel LXRα ligand, STLX4. The 

optimized stilbenoid-based molecule binds preferably the LXRα-subtype and 

selectively induces its anti-atherogenic potential in diseased foam cells but not in 

macrophages. STLX4 has similar potency to reduce excess cholesterol in foam 

cells as T0901317 without the adverse increase in triglycerides. Thus, STLX4 is a 

novel LXRα ligand with outstanding potential for future pharmaceutical 

development. 
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6. Zusammenfassung 

Atherosklerose ist die Hauptursache für die Entstehung von kardiovaskulären 

Erkrankungen und stellt ein großes Gesundheitsproblem unserer Gesellschaft dar. 

Der ligandenabhängige nukleare Rezeptor Leber X Rezeptor alpha (LXRα) ist ein 

wichtiger Zielrezeptor für anti-atherosklerotische Substanzen, da er von zentraler 

Bedeutung für die Bewältigung der Lipidüberladung von Makrophagen ist. Leider 

weisen aktuell erforschte LXRα-modulierende Substanzen Nebenwirkungen, wie 

zum Beispiel Hypertriglyzeridämie, auf. Daher ist es von besonderem Interesse, 

den Beitrag von LXRα zu genregulatorischen Netzwerken, sowie dessen anti-

atherosklerotische Modulation in Makrophagen und Schaumzellen zu 

untersuchen. Darüber hinaus steht auch die Entwicklung neuer und selektiver 

LXRα-Modulatoren im Vordergrund. Durch die Anwendung eines überaus 

integrativen Ansatzes wurden genomweite Cistrom-, Epigenom- und 

Transkriptomdaten für LXRα in Makrophagen, Schaumzellen und mit dem LXRα 

liganden T0901317 behandelten Zellmodellen generiert. Die anschließende 

Netzwerkanalyse zeigte, dass LXRα weitreichende Netzwerke durch Interaktion 

mit anderen Faktoren, wie PPARα und NFƙB, reguliert. Das pathologische 

Schaumzellnetzwerk konnte durch die pharmakologische Intervention mit 

T0901317 moduliert werden und ermöglichte die Identifikation von 32 neuen 

LXRα-Zielgenen, die ein hohes athero-protektives Potential bergen und zum Teil 

die Auswirkungen von krankheitsassoziierten genetischen Variationsdaten 

erklären können. Die identifizierten Netzwerke sind eine hervorragende Basis für 

die Analyse der komplexen Biologie des Schaumzellsystems und werden in 

Zukunft dazu beitragen, neue Wege für die systematische Behandlung von 

Atherosklerose und ähnlichen Erkrankungen zu finden. Im Rahmen der 

vorliegenden Arbeit gelang es zudem, mit STLX4 einen neuen LXRα Liganden zu 

identifizieren. Das optimierte, auf einem Stilbenoid basierende Molekül, bindet 

bevorzugt den LXRα-Subtyp und induziert sein anti-atherogenes Potential nur in 

Schaumzellen und nicht in Makrophagen. Das Potential von STLX4, 

überschüssiges Cholesterin zu reduzieren, ist vergleichbar mit dem von 

T0901317, allerdings ruft STLX4 keinen unerwünschten Anstieg an Triglyzeriden 

hervor. STLX4 ist ein neuer LXRα-Ligand mit einem herausragenden Potential 

für weitere zukünftige pharmakologische Entwicklungen. 
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8. Abbreviations 

Abbreviation/   

Symbol 
Full name/meaning 

ABC ATP-binding cassette  

ABCA1 ATP-binding cassette transporter subfamily A member 1  

ABCG1 ATP-binding cassette transporter subfamily G member 1  

ACAT1 Acyl coenzyme A:cholesterol acyltransferase 1  

ADME Absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion  

PARP1 Poly - ADP-ribose transferase 

AF Activation function   

APOA1 Apolipoprotein A-1  

APOE Apolipoprotein E  

ATCC American Type Culture Collection  

BCL3 B-cell lymphoma 3  

CEAS Cis-regulatory Element Annotation System  

CEBP CCAAT-enhancer-binding proteins  

CETP  Cholesterol ester transfer protein  

CHD Coronary heart disease  

CHD9 Chromodomain helicase DNA binding protein 9  

ChIP Chromatin immunoprecipitation  

ChIP-qPCR ChIP coupled with real-time polymerase chain reaction  

ChIP-seq Ultra-high-throughput parallel DNA sequencing  

CITED2 
Cbp/p300 interacting transactivator with Glu/Asp-rich carboxy-terminal 

domain 2  
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COL4A1 Collagen chain of basement membranes  

CVD  Cardiovascular diseases  

CXCR7 Chemokine orphan receptor 1  

DAVID Database for annotation, visualization, and integrated discovery  

DBD DNA binding domain  

DMEM Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium medium  

DMSO Dimethylsulfoxide  

DR4 Direct repeat separated by 4 nucleotides  

ER Endoplasmatic reticulum  

FAIRE Formaldehyde Assisted Isolation of Regulatory Elements  

FAS  Fatty acid synthase  

FBS Fetal bovine serum  

FDR False discovery rate  

GBP2 Interferon-induced guanylate-binding protein 2  

GDM Gene distance matrix  

GEF 3  Rho guanine nucleotide exchange factor  

GO Gene ontology  

GPS2 G-protein pathway suppressor 2  

GSEA Gene Set Enrichment Analysis  

GWAS Genome wide association studies  

HDL  high-density lipoproteins  

HRP Horseredish peroxidase  

IDL Intermediate-density lipoproteins  

IDOL Inducible degrader of LDL receptor  
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IgG Immunoglobulin G  

IL10 Interleukin 10  

iNOS Nitric oxide synthases  

IPA Ingenuity Pathways Analysis  

KEGG Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes  

LBD Ligand binding domain  

LD Linkage disequilibrium  

LDL Low-density lipoproteins  

LDLR LDL receptors  

LPL Lipoprotein lipase  

LPS Lipopolysaccharid  

LXR Liver X receptor  

MACS Model based-analysis of ChIP-sequencing  

M-CSF Macrophage colony stimulating factor  

ME1 Malic enzyme  

MERTK1 Mer receptor tyrosine kinase 1  

MPO Myeloperoxidase  

MYLIP Myosin regulatory light chain interacting protein  

NADP Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate  

NCEH Neutral cholesteryl ester hydrolase  

N-CoR  Nuclear receptor co-repressor  

NFƙB Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B-cells  

NGS Next generation sequencing  

NPC1, NPC2 Niemann-Pick 1 and 2  
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NPC1L1 Niemann-Pick C1-like protein 1  

NR Nuclear receptors  

ORF Open reading frames  

oxLDL Oxidized LDL  

PBM Human peripheral blood monocytes  

PBMC Peripheral blood mononuclear cells  

PBS Phosphate buffer  

PIAS4 Protein inhibitor of activated STAT 4  

PLA2G7 Phospholipase A2 

PLTP Phospholipid transfer protein  

PMA Phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate  

PPAR Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor  

PPARα Peroxisome proliferators activated receptor alpha  

PRIC 285  peroxisomal proliferator activated receptor A interacting complex 285  

PVRL2 Poliovirus receptor-related 2  

PWMs Position weight matrices  

RCT Reverse cholesterol transport  

RE Response elements  

RELB V-rel reticuloendotheliosis viral oncogene homolog B  

RLU Relative luciferase unit  

RXR Retinoid X receptor  

SCD1 Sterol CoA desaturase 1  

SEM Standard error of mean  

SNPs Single nucleotide polymorphisms  
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SR Scavenger receptors  

SRC Steroid receptor co-activator  

SREBF1 Sterol regulatory element-binding transcription factor 1  

STDEV Standard deviation  

TF Transcription factor  

TFBS Transcription factor binding sites  

TGFβ   transforming growth factor beta  

TLR Toll-like receptor  

TNFα Tumor necrosis factor alpha  

TSS Transcriptional start sites  

UCP1 Uncoupling protein 1  

UCSC University of California Santa Cruz  

UPR Unfolded protein response  

VLDL Very-low-density lipoproteins  

HDAC3 Histone deacetylases 3 
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9. Publications 

Parts of this PhD thesis have been published in following journal publications: 

Feldmann, R., Fischer, C., Kodelja, V., Behrens, S., Haas, S., Vingron, 

M.,Timmermann, B., Geikowski, A., Sauer, S. (2013) Genome-wide analysis of 

LXRα activation reveals new transcriptional networks in human atherosclerotic 

foam cells. Nucleic Acids Res., 10.1093/nar/gkt034. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1093/nar/gkt034 

Feldmann, R., Geikowski, A., Weidner, C., Witzke, A., Kodelja, V., Schwarz, T., 

Gabriel, M., Erker, T., Sauer, S. (2013) Foam cell specific LXRα ligand. PloS 

One., 8, 10.1371/journal.pone.0057311. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0057311 

 

Submitted patent application on 01/29/2013 at European Patent Office with 

number: EP13153142.8  

Title: Foam cell specific Liver X Receptor (LXR) alpha agonist, SIRT1 inhibitors 

as well as p300 inhibitors as pharmaceutically active agents  

 

Further, parts of study data were also described in a Master’s thesis with the title 

Genome-wide liver X receptor alpha binding and chromatin accessibility in 

different macrophage models by Cornelius Fischer tendered at the Freie 

Universität Berlin and in a Bachelor’s thesis with the title “Molekularbiologische 

Charakterisierung neuer potentiell anti-arteriosklerotisch wirkender LXRα-

Liganden“ by Anne Geikowski tendered at the Beuth Hochschule für Technik 

Berlin. 
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Figure S4: Validation of PBM maturation and T0901317 treatment. Bars represent the fold 

change against undifferentiated PBM. Shown is the mean fold change from technical 

triplicates. 

Figure S3: LXRα binding to ABCA1. Tag alignment tracks of LXRα ChIP-seq and IgG 

control at ABCA1 locus. Arrows indicate transcription start sites and orientation of 

transcription. Black arrows under tracks show sites of LXRα enriched binding.  
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Figuren S14: Validation of gene expression microarray analysis by quantitative PCR. For 

all tested samples, array observations significantly correlated with qPCR results. 

Figuren S13: Cytotoxicity of STLX4 in macrophages. STLX4 does not reduce cellular 

viability up to 25 µM. (mean ±SD, n=3). 
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Figure S16: Physiological analyses of STLX4 treatment in macrophages. (A) Cholesterol 

content in macrophages after treatment with DMSO (0.1%), T0901317 (10 µM) or STLX4 

(10 µM). Data are expressed as mean ±SEM (n=5-6). (B) Triglyceride content in 

macrophages after treatment with DMSO (0.1%), T0901317 (T09, 10 µM) or STLX4 (10 

µM). * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, *** P<0.001 vs. DMSO; n.s., not significant. 

Figure S15: Additive activation mode of STLX4 (A) Transcriptional activation of LXRα by 

STLX4 in the presence or absence of 200 nM T0901317. Reporter gene assay data are 

expressed as mean ±SD (n=3). (B) Gene expression in THP-1 macrophages after treatment 

with different concentrations of T0901317 (T09) or STLX4 in the presence or absence of 1 

µM T09. Data are expressed as mean ±SEM (n=2-3). * P<0.05, ** P<0.01, vs. DMSO; n.s,, 

not significant. 
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10.2 Supplementary tables 

 

 

 

 

Derived peaks for each cell model after alternative filtering procedure.  

Table S3: Peak filtering  

Complete data output from MACS peak calling for each cell model. 

Table S2: MACS peak calling  

Densitometry data from of main Figure 10. M-fold vs. Anti-β-Actin (ACTB) antibody data. 

Table S1: Western blot analysis  
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DAVID functional annotation clustering analysis of gene ontology term bioprocess, for each 

peak set. All genes were LXR knockdown sensitive. Columns indicate the Category 

Bioprocess, the terms, its count and percentage in the target gene list, as well as the P-value, 

fold enrichment (FE) and false discovery rate (FDR). 

Table S4: Functional analysis of LXRα target genes in peak sets  
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Correlation of LXRα binding data with NHGRI GWAS catalogue, extended view. Columns 

indicate the associated diseases or traits, the Pubmed ID of the associated GWAS and the P-

value of SNP-Disease association, SNP ID, the distance between LXRα binding sites and 

SNPs within the LD block is presented in kilobases (kb), LXRα target genes in proximity to 

the associated SNP and the status of LXRα target gene known from literature or unknown 

and new. 

Table S5: Correlation of LXRα binding data with GWAS 
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Target genes were derived from Correlation of LXRα binding data with NHGRI GWAS 

catalogue. M-fold expression vs. macrophage. *LXR knockdown sensitive, - not detected or 

not differentially expressed. 

Table S6: Differential expression of LXRα target genes  
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Stringently validated LXRα target genes differentially expressed upon T0901317 

stimulation of foam cells compared to untreated foam cells. From left to right: gene symbol, 

gene name, m-fold expression and status of gene (known from literature and database 

analysis or so far unknown and therefore new). 

Table S7: Stringently validated LXRα target genes  


